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WTAS, Milestone, and
Opus: good year in sight
by Lori Moore

I
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Van Vleck progresses slowly
by Marti Szilagyi
With the advent of the new academic
year, the 35 women residents of Van
Vleck Hall are discovering just what
the renovation of their living quarters
really involves.
Since the students departed for
summer vacation last May, workmen
have been steadily restoring the oldest
permanent structure on the Hope campus. Completion of the Van Vleck
project had originally been scheduled
for Sept. 1.
However, older buildings present
contractors with special, complex
problems. Workmen did not anticipate
having to re-plaster the entire building.
There was concern when the steel for
the new west-end fire escape did not
come on time. If that difficulty had not
been resolved, the fire marshal would
have been unable to approve the dormitoi7. As a result of these and other
minor complications, the Administration has been forced to house students
elsewhere temporarily.
Van Vleck residents received notification of the delay from the Dean of
Students office, near the end of the
summer. The students were asked to
arrange alternate living quarters until
the project is finished. Near the end of
August, dean of students Michael Gerrie and assistant dean Bruce Johnston
telephoned each girl about her housing
preference.
The majority of the girls' requests
were granted. Presently, eight girls

live in the Alumni House, two reside in
the President's home, two live in new
cottages on 9th and 14th Streets, one is
housed in the Brumler Apartments, six
are bunked in the Kollen Hall basement
(four will eventually have single rooms
there), two are staying at the Warm
Friend Inn located downtown, one requested De Pree Cottage, and two
transfer students, who may later move
into Van Vleck if they wish, have been
re-assigned to other dorms. Gerrie remarked that the biggest help of all were
ten girls who said they would be willing to commute from their homes in
Holland. Gerrie commented that all the
arrangements have "worked remarkably well."
When asked whether he felt that the
state of Michigan would help pay for
the building costs of Van Vleck now
that it is an historical site. President
Van Wylen was not optimistic; he
stated, "We're looking into that, but
the state has very little funds set aside
for these kinds of projects." Total
costs for the" reconstruction come to
$350,000.
Van Wylen mentioned that The
Kresge Foundation offered Hope a
matching grant of $200,000 for both
Van Vleck and the Phelps dining hall
expansion with the proviso that Hope
raise the funds by June 15, 1980. Before the Kresge grant proposal, Hope
had already raised $770,000. Since
that offer, additional gifts have
amounted to $50,000. If Hope can
match the Kresge donation, the Col-

Petition due for SC reps
Elections for Student Congress representatives will take place on Wednesday, Sept. 19 during all eating
hours at both Durfee and Carnegie
cafeterias, and all day at the Kletz.
Petitions for the positions are now
available and can be picked up from
Lana Bian (112 Gilmore Hall, ext.
4143), Jon Schmidt (101 Emersonian,
ext. 4673), Jane Sanderson (203
Lichty, ext. 4779), or in the Campus
Activities Office in the basement of
Van Raalte. The petitions must be returned to the above places no later than
11 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 14, complete
with the names of 15 people who live in
the representative district.

The positions open for each district are: Dykstra—four representatives, Kollen—four, fraternity complex—three, Durfee/Gilmore—three,
Phelps—two,
Brumler/Lichty/Van
Vleck—two,
Columbia
Avenue
apartments—one, men's cottages—
two, women's cottages—one, offcampus—five,
representatives
at
large—three.
Student Congress is an organization
involved in the decision-making process on campus. Members also serve
on the Academic Affairs Board; the
Administrative Affairs Board, Campus
Life Board, College Judicial Board,
and the Student Appropriations Committee.

lege will have raised $1,020,000.
Hope must still raise $500,000 in order
fo receive the grant. Van Wylen hopes
that other foundations, interested
alumni, friends, and students will contribute toward this effort. At this time,
total expenses for both the Van Vleck
and Phelps projects amount to
$ 1,520,000. Van Wylen said that as far
as he knows, the Van Vleck renovation
has remained within the current budget
and that any defecit occurring would
not be a significant one.
Gerrie said the date for Van Vleck's
completion has been moved up to on or
before October 1. However, at present,
only the third floor is close to completion.

expected to disappear
by Don Hones
Saga Food Service would appear to
be the greatest box office hit to come to
the Holland area in years, judging from
the long lines that form outside Durfee
Hall and Carnegie Gym at meal time.
The renewed popularity of Saga food
does not seem to be the explanation
behind these lines, however. Nor is
insufficient seating capacity the real
answer, for Saga is not seating 40 to 60
more people than it did last year.
Paul Kurry, director of Saga Food
Service at Hope, suggests that one of
the major reasons for the long lines is
the lack of Saga student workers.
Kurry noted that both the Carnegie and
Durfee complexes are understaffed by
about six or seven people at both the

Siberia lease increases
The land on which Siberia parking
lot and part of the Dow Physical Education Center is located, has increased its
worth by twenty-six times its original
cost. .
Since 1962, the Chesapeake-Ohio
Railroad has leased this land to Hope
for $480 per year. In re-negotiating the
lease this year the railroad, in an attempt to maximize assets, has asked
Hope for $12,500. The College has not
yet accepted this offer and will try to
bring the price down in later meetings
with the railroad.
Siberia lot is Hope's largest student
parking lot and, in the words of Glen

Bareman, head of Public Safety, " W e
can't afford to lose i t . " Bareman went
on to say, "If the College should not
accept the Chesapeake-Ohio Railroad's offer, the allowance of
freshmen to have cars on campus
would probably be e^iminated. ,,
If Hope does accept the price of the
lease, the extra cost is sure to pose a big
problem. The College budget will have
to handle the added cost this year.
However, in future years the Campus
Life Board and Student Congress will
decide whether students in general or
only those with cars will pay the extra
amount. *

"This year h. going fantastic already."
Tim Emmet, second year general
manager of WTAS Radio, sounds optimistic. And optimism is the outlook
for this year's student media organizations. Emmet, as well as Jennifer Elliot, editor of the yearbook. Milestone,
and John Peachey, editor of the campus literary magazine. Opus, are well
on their way to having a successful
year.
The WTAS staff is excitedly awaiting the arrival of its new equipment.
With it, they will be able to expand
present programming and take off with
some new ideas. Returning this year
are 4 'the kind of rock you don't usually
hear," Hope sports coverage, and
Sunday morning broadcasts.
Some potential additions are the
playing of a featured album every day,
and "in-a-rows," the consecutive
playing of several songs by the same
artist. The new equipment will also
enable the station to broadcast 24 hours
a day.
Although the deejay staff is nearly
complete, there are still openings in
news and sports. "We also need helpers to file the new albums among the
existing 5 , 0 0 0 , " said Emmet. All new
people will be trained, so experience is
not necessary but responsibility is an
essential asset.
Interested people should attend the
station open house to be held Monday,
Sept. 17 at 8 p.m.
The Milestone staff, headed by Jennifer Elliot, is already at work on copy
for this year's yearbook. In November
and December, the staff will start the
layouts for the new edition, which will
be in color and black and white with
many special effects.
At this time, the staff is comprised of
twenty freshmen, and seven aspiring
photographers. In addition to the new
enthusiastic staff members, Elliot
needs some upper-classmen, pre-

ferably English or communication
majors. Anyone interested can contact
her at home.
Elliot is aiming for an early September 1980 distribution, at which
time she will also submit the yearbook
to a panel of judges who will rate it
visually, journalistically, and photographically. In the past the Milestone
has won the Associate Collegiate
Press' First Class Honor Rating.
4
T h e quality of Opus depends upon
how many submissions we receive,"
said John Peachey, editor of the semiannual literary magazine. Peachey is
now welcoming contributions from
writers of prose, poetry, and fiction.
He also needs photographs and art to
decorate the publication, which comes
out at the end of each semester.
Literary compositions should be
typed on standard size typing paper
with only the student number in the top
comer. This allows the editorial board
of twelve to be unbiased in their selections. Submissions should be dropped
off in the Opus office in the basement
of DeWitt or in the box in the Kletz by
Oct. 31. Works turned in before Oct. 5
will be critically evaluated with helpful
hints offered.
In addition to the honor of having a
creative work published, writers are
eligible for consideration for the annual Eerdman Award. The Eerdman
Publishing House of Grand Rapids
sponsors the award to instill literary
excellence. A $25.00 prize is given to
the best in each of poetry and prose.
Students interested in poetry may
also be interested in the Opus readings
held twice a month in the DeWitt Pit.
Hour-long poetry readings are usually
held on Thursdays with the first allfaculty reading to be Thursday, Sept.
20.
All these organizations are run by
students for students, and they need
students' help. Creative people who
like to be involved are urged to give
Jeniffer, John, or Tim a call.

Phelps expansion project, still

lunch and dinner meals. With fewer
Hope students working for Saga this
year, additional workers have been
sought at area high schools. "The
teachers' strike at Holland area schools
has saved u s , " says Kurry. " W e now
have several high school students
working full t i m e . "
Kurry expects the lines to diminish
in the coming weeks as both students
and staff adjust to the new surroundings at Durfee and Carnegie. Kurry
adds that much of the problem would
be eliminated if students went directly
to the hot food counters instead of
clustering about the drink lines. Inconveniences will have to be endured to
some extent until the new Phelps
facilities are completed, however.
The date for the completion of the
dining hall is still a matter of some

opinion. The general contractor is said
to be aiming for the first week of
November; Hope business manager
Bairy Werkman, is hopeful that the
facilities will be completed by the end
of Thanksgiving break; and Bruce
Johnston, assistant dean of students,
suggests that the dining liall will be in
operation at the beginning of the spring
semester.
Hope students have something to
look forward to at any rate. The new
Phelps facilities will easily seat 650
students, more than the present combined total of Carnegie and Durfee.
With sufficient student help, long lines
at Saga could become a thing of the
past. That should be some consolation for the students here, who have
borne most of the cost of the $1.2
million building addition.
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Van Vleck delay unfair
Since the early 1970*8 when the DeWitt
Cultural Center was completed, Hope College has planned and completed a great
number of improvcments on this campus.
Perhaps just as importantly, it has realized
these improvements without falling into serious financial difficulties. With the con-

struction of the DeWitt Center, Peale Science Building, and the Dow Physical Education Center, and the closing of 12th Street,
the College Administration has made great
advances in the betterment of the College for
the students.
Now, over the past summer, Hope has
begun the expansion of Phelps Dining Hall
and tKH renovation of Van Vleck. All of
these endeavors must be praised; however,
the problem with the vast majority of these
projects has been their timing. In most
cases, the College has not actually built the
structure until many years after it was first
envisioned. It is of little consequence
whether the delays were misguided attempts
to gather more funds by waving the promise
of the project in front of people for great
lengths of time, or were simply honest mistakes due to freak accidents and delays. The
fact remains that, much to the inconvenience of a great number of townspeople,
students, and others, the College has continually failed to complete its projects by the
estimated time.
The most recent and most pronounced of
these inconveniences is not the Phelps addition, but the Van Vleck renovation. Because
the College increased enrollment beyond its
capabilities and practised bad timing con-

a
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ceming the construction plans, 35 future
residents of Van Vleck must sleep in
makeshift and overcrowded quarters, or at
least livcut home, thus losing the benefit of
meeting others who live on the campus.
Perhaps worse than the inconvenience is
the series of misleading statements given to
the women who will occupy Van Vleck. At
the room drawings last year, those who
chose Van Vleck expected to return to a
rejuvenated building, both beautified and
modernized. Then, in the latter half of the
summer, a letter arrived to the future residents, telling them that other places to live
must be arranged for a week or two. Upon
returning to campus, we now find that a
month or more from now would be a close
approximation to Van Vleck's completion
date. Surely the administration could not
have been so disorganized as to have not
realized, when the delay notices were sent,
that in fact the building would not be completed until far past their predictions. Why
the continuous change of stories?
It would seem only fair, since the college
has inconvenienced and possibly misled
these 35 women, that they should give extra
courtesy to them. The following ideas have
been suggested. First, the College should
allow the women free and ample storage
space, to stow what they do not yet have
room for. As it is now, items stored for the
summer on campus will be sold if they are
not moved. The second suggestion is only
common courtesy, which is to give the residents all the help possible in moving back to
their completed dorm. If this means hiring
maintenance men to take on the chore, so be
it. But with studies and tests already upon
them, it would seem very unfair to offer the
students no assistance. The College cannot
right a wrong, but there is no reason why
they cannot make the discomfort as slight as
possible.

Office hours
Want to get in touch with the anchor? In
order to ease the communications problem
between the anchor and the College, the
anchor has decided to establish office hours
during which you can count on finding a
member of the staff. Our office is located in
the basement of Graves and will be open
during the following hours: Monday
through Wednesday 2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9
p.m.; Thursday 7 to 9 p.m.; Friday and
Saturday 2 to 4 p.m.; and Sunday 1 to3p.m.
Any items to be submitted to the anchor
should be typed and double spaced on standard sized typing paper. The name of the
writer MUST be included with the submission if it is expected to be printed.

Commentary

Living with the imminent deadline
by Clark Coding

writer with last week's paper still in it.
Leave the pile of dirty clothes that you had
By the time a college student graduates, if
planned to wash last week piled in your chair
he doesn't put it off, he succeeds in learning
so nobody can sit in it. Leave the papers,
many facts about many subjects. But the one
tennis shoes, records, and tapes thrown
subject the student masters is procrastinaaround your cluttered room. There will be
tion. Many excuses are given for what the
plenty of time for t h e s e . . . later, when you
American Heritage Dictionary defines as
return. So what if you have an exam the day
4
T o put off doing something until a future you get back? You will have time to study
time. To postpone or delay needlessly."
when you return, so don't let it spoil your
Several of the more popular excuses for trip.
•
procrastination are: 4'My health comes beThe most enjoyable way to procrastinate
44
fore schoolwork." I have t o . . . (choose , js also the easiest to justify. Just remember
one) a) do my laundry, b) clean my room, c)
the MacDonald's commercial. You do dehelp someone with a paper, d) eat, e) do
serve a break. Take it, today.
other things, f) do all the above." These all
Two other widely accepted excuses are
4
basically narrow down to Til get it dangerous to use. The first one, that the
d o n e . . . sometime." Procrastination is
student has a 44writer's block," makes proeasy to learn, and after a few short and
fessors remember their pre-grad days of
simple instructions, you will be able to
trying to write papers on the most uninterestcompete with the most experienced procrasing topics. But this backfires when they ask
tinators.
you what you plan to write your paper on,
The most enjoyable way to procrastinate and you 4 4haven't had time1' to think about it
is to leave the campus. Just get up and leave.
yet. You can avoid that by having a strange
The only thing you have to remember to take topic ready to tell him. Something like "the
is nothing. Leave the pile of dusty textbooks
mating season of the mid-African bumble
on your cluttered desk along with the typebee'' will do. If the professor doesn't accept

your topic, you'll have to think of another,
fast.
Another excuse that has to be used carefully is, 4 The material that I need isn't in the
library, and they haven't received it from the
other libraries yet.'' This is a fundamentally
sound excuse, because it does happen. Professors accept this readily because it might
have happened to them at some time in their
career. An advantage of this excuse is that
you can use it over and over, at least until
your professor suggests that you pick a new
topic. When that happens, the professor is
surprised to find out that "the material has
come in," and your paper is done in record
time.
Finally, the most common excuses for
procrastination are those used when the student pleads with the professor for more
time. Usually the paper is past due, and the
student wants the professor to accept it late.
The student says that he just had to do this or
that, or he was detained doing this or that, or
he had too much of this or that to do. What
really happened is the student just didn't do
it, and he is trying to buy time. Professors
give these excuses more careful scrutiny
than others, but«a successful snow-job will
soon have the professor bending over backwards to help. One thing that helps is to have
a fr.S. in BS.
Of course, the most effective way to procrastinate and get away with it is to tell the
professor straight out that 'Tli get to it,
don't worry." This can be very effective,
and if the professor accepts it, you can keep
putting the paper off until it's time to
graduate. If this happens, you will have to
finish the paper, if you want to graduate.
The basic problem is that the professor
might decide to lower the grade. But, because you have reached the "final deadline," you have to accept that.
When one procrastinates, one has to
realize that sooner or later the assignment
has to be completed... sometime. Let's
deal with that realistically... after I get
some sleep.

anchor policy
continues
The following policy was adopted
last year by the anchor staff and will
be retained this year.
The anchor attempts to cover in
each issue all the significant events on
campus up to the next issue. All campus organizations are invited to submit
information on planned activities.
The publication schedule is as follows:
Preparation of assignments for reporters two weeks ahead of publication date.
Initial copy deadline one week
ahead.
If an organization wants a reporter
to cover a story, contact should be
made with the anchor office during
the office hours. Organizations which
prefer to submit their own copy should
note the following points:
All copy should be typewritten.
Deadline date for submissions is the
Sunday before the anchor appears
at 2 p.m.
The anchor reserves the right to
alter any submitted copy to better conform to journalistic style.
Letters to the editor must be signed.
If there is some reason you do not
wish your name to-be printed it will be
withheld provided a member of the
staff is aware of the letter's author.
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tare books found in Zwemer

i

•criptural comments by Martin
her were found in the rubble of
mer hall along with seven other
». As the building was being torn
n to make room for Western TheSeminary's resource center
' ceiling between the baset and a dormitory room was discovered containing the books.
The oldest work is that of Martin
Luther which was published in Wittenburg in 1547 by Hans Luft. The content, which is written in German,
contains Martin Luther's comments on
the Scriptures compared with sayings
by other religious writers. The book
is printed on typical 16th century paper
a n d bound with vellum.

The next oldest work. Annotations
on the New Testament, was written by
Theodor Beza (1519-1605) and published in 1594. The work is divided
into two sections, the first sectipn
contains the Gospels and the Acts in
the original Greek and Hebrew with
comments in Latin. The second volume, containing 648 paces, holds the
Epistles and the Book of Revelations.
Beza, a Swiss Biblical scholar, was
a minister of the Reformed Church, a
professor, and Calvin's successor at
Geneva as a leader of the Reformation.
Bellarminus Enervatus, by William
Ames (1576-1633), is an argument in
Latin against the theology of Robert
Bellarmine. It was published in 1628
.•

.
.
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at Amsterdam by John Jansson. Ames
was a British Calvinist who moved to
the Netherlands to protest the tight
control the Anglicans held on the
Church of England during the reign of
King James.
Many illustrations of a mystical nature are included in Jacob Boehme
(1575-1624) On the Incarnation of
Jesus Christ, which is unusual for the
17th century.
The fifth book, A True History of
the Conception, Birth, Life, Development, Trial, Imprisonment,
the Letters and Last Words and Deeds of the
Late John van Olden-Barnevelt
was
published in Rotterdam in 1670 by
John Naeranus.
Bamevelt was a leader of the Remonstrance at the time of the Synod of
Dordt (1618-1619). Bamevelt was beheaded by the State of the Netherlands
in 1619.
The remaining three books were
destroyed by moisture. Two of them
were reports of the Library of Congress dated for 1930 and 1932. The
other book was a 19th century Calvin
Catechism checked out from the seminary library on Jan. 24, 1940.
. Zwemer Hall was built in 1912 and
was remolded during the 1950's. No
one has yet been able to explain how
or why the books were stashed in the
basement ceiling.

Mitchell-Ruff Duo will be in concert this weekend.

Jazz artists return
by Mike Norris

"Maybe
it will
go
away"
The five most
dangerous words
in the English
language.

The musical genre of jazz has always been in the position of a freedon-fighter here in the U.S. It is an
national idiom whose native artists
have more popularity on foreign soil.
Gradually though, through the revival

of jazz clubs, the celebration of composers Ellington, Mingus, Gershwin,
Monk, etc., and the growing of the
bastard/hybrid, known as " f u s i o n , "
jazz has become recognized as American Black Classical music. Old forms
and new ones exist side by side and
continued on page 4
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Dutchmen tie record

on
tlook
by Tim Taylor
Which two football teams have
ranked first and second in winning percentage in the college ranks for the past
five years in the state of Michigan?
Right, the first is easy. Michigan. Now
here's the toughie; what about number
two? Wrong. It's not MSU, or CMU,
or even OVSC. Believe it or not it is
the mighty Flying Dutchmen. That's
right—coach Ray Smith's Orange and
Blue, and the chances are good that the
1979 Flying Dutchmen will add a few
percentage points to its eighty-one clip
that it has accumulated over the past
half-decade.
To accomplish this feat, coach Smith
must replace half of one of the starting
units. The Hope defense lost five starters from the awesome defense that
was ranked third in the nation against
the run in 1978. The key to the beginning of the season could be how well
coach Smith and his defensive
coaches, Jim Bultman and Russ DeVette, can place five new players into
the starting unit and " w h i p " it into
shape. Coach Smith doesn't really have
anything to worry about, as he could
return eight starters from a young but.
now experienced offensive unit. Leading this unit is sophomore quarterback
Mark Spencer who, last year, was the
first freshman to be named to the allMIAA team in five years. Mark also
set a Hope record for the number of
completions while completing over
fifty percent of his passes last year. The
offensive line will be led by two-time
all-MlAA tackle senior Craig Groendyk.
When this somewhat inexperienced
defense comes around and is combined
with the experienced offense Hope will
have a very good football team, possibly a great one.

H o p ®

The Flying Dutchmen Football
Team tied a record that was set in
1971 against Grand Valley State Colleges when they shut out Maranatha
college of Wise. 64-0.
Hope dominated the same from the
opening kkfcdfT, as the Dutch deJ e n s e continued their ways of past by
almost shutting down Maranatha's offensive attack. Maranatha was only
able to enter Dutch territory once, and
that came on a penalty. ^
Sophomore
quarterback
Mark
Spenper showed again why he was
selected to the all-MIA A team last
year as a freshman as he led the Dutch
attack. Pete Rink and Tom Stackhouse continued moving the pigskin
across the field after Spencer left the
game at the end of the first half.
Hope did not have to use their
punter, as they marched to a total of
24 first downs, with 17 first downs
coming from rushing, and the remaining coming from passes.
Hope rushed to 5 T D ' s with two
each for Ed Cain and John Host. Steve
Cameron rushed for the other T D .
Spencer threw 3 T D passes, while
Stackhous threw one T D pass.

Gillis suffers
fatal attack
Dr. William T. Gillis died of a heart
attack on June 2 0 , 1 9 7 9 in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Gillis was a visiting assistant professor of Biology during the 1974-75
academic year when he also served as
head resident of the Arcadian House.
The following year, while teaching
part time in the biology department, he
directed the Student Church's Sunday
Morning Choir and was head resident
of Durfee Hall.

f o r

t t t e

Everyone got a chance to play in
the game, with much of the second half
being played by the second string.
The only sad note to the game is
kicker Greg Bekius' streak of successful PAT's was cut short of the record
as he missed the first attempt of the
season. He returned to connect on the
remaining 8 attempts.
The Dutch face the Wabash Little
Giants, who were the only team to defeat the Dutch last year with a 13-3
score.

A.M.R. Thanks for the idea for the
essay, you poor, homeless creature. Love and kisses. Wit ha no.
Part-Time Employment to fit your
schedule available through OFF
CAMPUS JOBS—VANRAALTE
BASEMENT

New ramps await use
by Betty Buikema
Several ramps were constructed on
Hope's campus this summer to allow
persons confined to wheelchairs to
enter buildings such as Lubbers Hall
and Van Zoeren Library, despite the

Lot changes
Students who have purchased their
parking permits should be aware of a
number of changes in the campus parking facilities. Lot # 3 , located behind
Peale Science Center is no longer open
to students. This lot, along with lot # 5 ,
which is located on Columbia and 12th
Street is for the exclusive use of faculty
and staff. In order to compensate for
the loss of student parking in these
spaces. Lot # 14, which is the Dow lot,
is three-fourths student parking and
Lot # 1 5 , located on the Columbia
Street side of the Rusk Building, is all
student parking. Any questions about
these changes or any other facets of
parking should be directed to Public
Safety.

fact that, at present, no Hope students
are confined to wheelchairs. According to Bill Anderson, vice president for
Business and Finance, the college has
already spent approximately $30,000
on the project.
The ramps were built in compliance
with the Federal Handicap Code,
which states, according to Anderson,
that all programs must be made accessible to all students regardless of handicap. As a recipient of Federal funds,
Hope must comply with the code, and
by 1980 all programs at Hope must be
accessible to the handicapped.
However, stated Anderson, " c o m plying with every intent of the law
would be virtually impossible because
of the cost involved." Making every
facet of Hope equally accessible to
handicapped and non-handicapped
students alike would involve constructing sit-down science labs, installing
elevators in older buildings such as
Graves, lowering electrical outlets,
and having braille copies of all the
books in the library. Following the
letter of the law to that extent would
cost anywhere from $500,000 to $1
million, according to Anderson.
Since Hope presently does not have
any students with handicaps which
prevent them from taking advantage of
the programs offered, and since it
would be virtually impossible to obey
every intent of the law, Hope is concentrating on the most obvious problems and those with practical solutions.

Ftator®

Annual Commuuity Day celebrated
Community Day is an annual event in the Holland
Community to be celebrated by an Ox Roast immediately
following the Hope Football game this weekend. During
this event, members of the Hope staff along with assorted
Holland officials, will serve those of the Holland community as well as the Hope students (this picnic will take the
place of the regular Saga dinner; it is free to students on
board). This year the Ox Roast will take place in Smallenburg Park, adjacent to the new stadium.

Mitchell-Ruff due performs
The Mitchell-Ruff Duo will pay^a return visit to Hope on
Sept. 14 and 15. The jazz duo consists of Dwike Mitchell,
pianist, and Willie Ruff, bassist and French homist. This
free conceit is to be given in Snow Auditorium on Saturday,
Sept. 15, at 9 p.m.
4

SAC movie of the week
Kepler's theory in harmony
Willie Ruff, of the Mitchell-Ruff duo and music profesor at Yale University, will give a lecture-demonstration on
the 16th Century astronomer Johannes Kepler's theory of
the "Harmony of the W o r l d . " Combining Kepler's data
with a computer sound synthesizer. Ruff and a colleague
display in sound Kepler's harmonic movement of the planets. His lecture, free of charge, will be given on Friday,
Sept. 14, at 8 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium.

A Star is Born, featuring Barbara Streisand and Kris Kristofferson, is returning to the Holland Community, but this
time SAC will sponsor it and show it in the DeWitt Center
Theatre. The flick will be shown to students for only $ 1.00
at 7 p.m. and 10 p . m . on Sept. 14 and 15.
IN ORDER TO SHARE A PART IN t(HOPEFOR
THE
FUTURE" PLEASE NOTIFY THE anchor OFFICE
OF YOUR EVENT TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE.

Buildings constructed recently, such
as the Dow Center and the DeWitt
Cultural Center, have been built to
accommodate the handicapped. When
it is impossible to bring the student to
the program, the program will be
brought to the student. In cases such as
the Graves Hall third floor language
labs, special provisions must be made;
perhaps the construction of a single lab
station on the first floor.
The next step in the project will be to
construct an access route through campus; presently, there is no easy way for a
person in a wheelchair to get, for
example, from Lubbers Hall to VanRaalte without encountering the steps
behind Durfee. Anderson stated that
the route hopefully will be completed
by June 1980.
- Even after the project has been completed, chances are not good that Hope
will attract many handicapped students, because of the climate. Despite
the ramps, elevators, and access
routes, a ^wheelchair-confined individual would encounter nearly insurmountable difficulties in the snow.

MANY PART-TIME WSI J
open in the Holland area—S
OFF
CAMPUS
JOBS—V
RAALTE BASEMENT
WANT A PART TIME JOB Y
CAN STUDY ON? THIS IS IT!
11pm to 3am and 3am to 7am
Mon-Fri, no experience necessary, $3.76/hr. SEE OFF CAMPUS
JOBS—VAN RAALTE BASEMENT
Rooms for rent for visiting parents near Lake Macatawa. Can
also accommodate a family In a
cottage. Please call Mrs. E. J.
Vandenberg. 399-4286

Jazz duo
continued from page 3
echo their affinity for each other; big
bands will play Miles Davis compositions and Weather Report adds electronic bop to their concerts. Jazz has
even become relatively commercial.
Count the number of saxophone solos
in the top one-hundred. Even television becomes a joy to watch with Ella
Fitzgerald plugging Memorex tapes.
Dwike Mitchell who plays the piano, and Willie Ruff, who is as equally accomplished at the bass as he is
at his first instrument, the French horn,
have played together in various incarnations for near thirty years. Each has
gathered many laurels: as a unit with
drummer Charlie Smith in which they
recorded a superlative album known
"The Catbird S e a t " ; in 1959 they
were one of the first groups to bring
modem American jazz to the Soviet
Union; Ruff himself is as likely to be
first choice as a session musician for
combos and classical symphonies.
The Mitchell-Ruff Duo, who came
to Holland in '76, will be here for a
return visit this Friday and Saturday,
September 14th and 45th. Friday,
September 14th, in Wichers auditorium (Music Bldg) 8 p . m . , Ruff will
give a lecture-demonstration on the
16th-century philosopher Johannes
Kepler's theory of the "Harmony of
the W o r l d . " Kepler's data, along with
modem astronomical knowledge, are
applied to a computer-sound synthesizer to produce unusually melodic
postures. On Saturday Messers. Mitchell and Ruff will perform in Snow
auditorium playing their playful form
of jazz. Both events are sponsored in
part by SAC and are free of charge.
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Give to the
American
Cancer
Society

ALL MERCHANDISE
for Hope Students

Sept. 13-23
We offer a wide selection
of:
BACKGAMMON
CRIBBAGE
STRAT-O-MATIC
SPORTS GAMES
DUNGGONS&DRAGONS
• *

•

»

erfielb'g
Toys

Games

Gifts

186-188 S. River Avenue
Holland. Michigan 49423
Phone 616/396-4845 .

PLKMT
KIKGDOM
LARGE QUANTITY OF
PLANTS AND BASKETS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

216 S. RIVER, HOLLAND
PH. 392-4356
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Ambassador to visit Hope
by Brion Brooks
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Ambassador L. Dean Brown, president of the Middle East Institute and a
recognized expert in the field of Middle East relations, will visit Hope as the
first Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow
on the week of October 21.
During his one-week stay, Ambassador Brown will lecture to various
classes and groups on campus. The
main thrust of his lectures and discussions will deal primarily with issues
on the Middle East, ranging from industrial development in Iran to such
topics as a case study of Lebanon.
Upon announcing that Ambassador
Brown would visit the campus. President Van Wylen stated ' i hope that we
can make this a very significant and
comprehensive event in the life of the
college." The Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow program was established to
encourage the flow of ideas between
academic worlds, and to help students
see the relation between a liberal education and their lives after graduation.
According to Jacob E. Nyenhuis, dean

"Grade inflation is not a problem,
it's a phenomenon," insists registrar
Jon Huiskens, " . . . a phenomenon of
national dimensions, that has been observed at Hope as well as most other
schools."
The Academic Affairs Board has
been collecting grading data which can

indicate the magnitude of this inflation
phenomenon at Hope. Over the 30year period between 1949 and 1979,
for instance, the average grade at Hope
rose from a C-l- to a B. In the spring of
1979 semester, grades of A or A - accounted for about one-third of the total
grades received. Seventy percent of all
grades last spring were As or Bs of one
kind or another.

Ranking of Department CPA
1977-78 School Year

i

DEPARTMENT

GPA

Dance
Russian
Music
Education
Physical Education
Computer Science
Recreation
Classic
Theatre
Linguistics
Greek
Philosophy
Psychology
Communication
IDS
Business Administration
COLLEGE AVERAGE
Physics
Latin
Math
Political Science
Art
Chemistry
English
Religion
Sociology
Biology
Economics
Spanish
German
French
History
Geology

3.72
3.41
3.29
3.28
3.24
3.18
3.15
3.05
3.05
3.02
3.02
2.98
2.97
2.96
2.95
2.95
2.92
2.88
2.85
2.85
2.84
2.82
2.80
2.79
2.79
2.73
2.72
2.64
2.63
2.61
2.58
2.54
2.50

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

"

397 •
9
1514
872
1750
197
87
46
491
17
58
4,75
1202
609
985
1201
21842
920
37
1344
305
432
1381
1901
1296
574
1111
780
350
291
271
643
581
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Colloquia series begins

i
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Next Tuesday, Sept. 25, Jane Harrington, assistant professor of English,
will start off the 1979-80 Humanities
Colloquia series. Harrington's topic is
"Animal Images in 20th-century
Poetry: Metaphors for the Creative
Act."
Harrington intends to show "the
way animal imagery is used in the
20th-century poetry to explore the act
of making poetry."
Dinner reservations are required for
those who wish to attend the dinner
preceding the presentation; they can be
obtained by calling the office of the
dean for the arts and humanities (ext.
2180) or stopping by the office (LH
308) to make reservations. No reservations are required in order to attend
the presentation.
The dinner will start at 6 p.m., with

the presentation beginning at 7:15 p. m.
in the Phelps Conference Room.
The format for the Humanities Colloquia series is the presentation of a
paper by participating faculty and students, after which there will be open
discussion of the points brought up in
the paper.
. Upcoming topics and presenters include Sang Lee, associate professor of
religion on 4 'The Meaning of Marginality: Towards a Theology of Immigration," which will be held in October. And what has been considered
the most interesting single Humanities
Colloquium in past years, the student
presentations in November.
The series has been organized by
Charles Huttar, professor of English,
and Arthur Jentz, professor of philosophy.

138 liberal arts colleges have been invited to participate.
Ambassador Brown has, in the past
three years, undertaken a series of trips
to various Middle East countries at the
invitation of the governments of
Egypt, Iran, Jordan, Tunisia, Libya,
and Oman. He has also visited other
Middle East countries, including Israel, to take part in conferences and
seminars.
Among Ambassador Brown's activ* ities in the Middle East, he served as
special envoy to Lebanon in April and
May, 1976, attempting to quiet down
the civil war which was then raging.
He returned to the Middle East on a
special mission after the murder of
Ambassador Frank Meloy, who replaced him in Lebanon.
Recently Ambassador Brown has
been arranging a series of conferences
for businessmen concerning Middle
East economic opportunities and problems. Among many other positions, he
is also a consultant with the United
States Government on political and
managerial matters.

Vanderwel leaves on sabbatical
by Steve Muyskens
Dave Vanderwel, associate dean of
students, has left campus. Sept. 19 was
his last day at Hope. No, he didn't send

Grade inflation still a problem
By Don Hones

for the humanities, "It is a significant
honor for our college to be selected by
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation for
participation in this important and prestigious program." Since the Visiting
Fellows program began in 1973, only

Grading information was gathered
on both individual professors and the
various departments at Hope. A list of
all professors and their grading averages was compiled for 100-, 200-,
300-, and 400-level courses respectively. In this way, teachers of upper
level courses and above-average students can not automatically be labeled
4
'easy " . Each department at Hope was
also listed according to average grades
given out, and this list can be found
below. Two points should be kept in
mind when reading this list: the first is
that departments with small numbers
of students (such as Russian, classic,
and linguistics) will often give out better grades because they are dealing
with above-average students; the second point concerns the special case of
"studio" courses—such as dance. In
such a course it is difficult to give
anything but an A to a student who
shows up for class and puts forth the
effort. The results of the 1978-79 report on gr^de inflation are to be discussed in each department at Hope,
and a copy of these discussions is to be
given to the Academic Affairs Board
sometime this fall.
Grade inflation has the potential to
hurt students of all abilities. Mediocre
students who are used to receiving high
grades may be in for a rude awakening
when they apply at graduate schools.
Brilliant students are hurt when they
begin to search for a job, because
everyone who applies will be sporting
a high GPA.
The causes of this inflation "phenomenon" are still unclear. "It's not
that the students coming to Hope are
any smarter," says Donald Williams,
professor of chemistry, who compiled
the grade inflation reports for the past
two academic years.
"Entering
freshmen are scoring lower on S. A.T.
and A.C.T. tests than in the past
It
must be that we are teaching better."
What can be done about the phenomenon? Arthur Jentz, professor of
philosophy, who will compile this
year's report, may have some answers.
He suggests offering activity-based
courses such as dance and physical education on a credit/no credit basis. He
believes that the availability of the t
grade inflation data and the discussions
among the faculty have already proved
beneficial. However, an arbitrary
move to lower Hope's average CPA
should be avoided, Jentz maintains.
"With all schools giving out inflated
grades these days, Hope students
should not be handicapped with low
CPAs when they search for j o b s , ' ' says
Jentz. "What we can do is maintain
our high academic standards so that
students must earn the grade that they
receive." For students who like to
44
argue-up" their grades, Jentz has this
to say: "At a Christian college, we
must learn to look at ourselves realistically, not in an inflated sense." Or, as
the Rolling Stones would put it, "you
can't always get what you w a n t . . . but
if you try sometime, you might find
you get what you n e e d . "

in his resignation, he wasn't "shown
the door," and he is not taking a vacation. The reason for his leave of absence is what is commonly called
"continued education."
For the first time in Hope's history,
an administrator has been granted sabbatical leave. Tenured faculty are eligible for sabbaticals once every seven
years, but staff administrators have
never been given the opportunity to
take a few months off for study in their
area of specialization—administration.
Vanderwel's sabbatical will extend
from Oct. 1 to Dec. 20, 1979. During
this time he will be studying at the
University of Washington, taking
courses at the School of Business Administration and interning with the office of the vice president of student
affairs. Vanderwel said that he values
this "change of p a c e " where he can
learn new techniques of how to deal
more effectively with student leaders,
learn how to further motivate those
around him, and see how an administrator from a large university treats the
varied talents and capabilities inherent
in a large staff.

Following his internship at the University, Vanderwel will spend a couple
of weeks visiting other Christian
schools in order to contrast his management classes with a "meaningful
student development philosophy." He
is looking forward to "being a student
for awhile" in an "entirely different
environment."
Vanderwel's absence will be felt
around campus, but*other staff members will step in to fill the gaps while he
is gone. Dean Gerrie will take over
Vanderwel's role in the Student Congress. Bruce Johnston will accept responsibility for the fraternities and
sororities. Peter Semeyn will head up
student activities with the help of
Maria Vaselopulos. Sarah Schendel
will keep the counseling office running
smoothly and will handle second
semester new-student orientation.
Whether Vanderwel's sabbatical
sets a trend for future administrafivp
sabbaticals remains yet to be seen. It
does appear that Hope administrators
believe that they too can benefit from
new experiences. The learning process
is never complete.
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Dave Vanderwel, the first recipient of an administrative sabbatical,
left for Washington this last weekend. (Photo by Steve Goshorn).

Tokyo students perform
By Ken Powell

Traditional
Japanese
dance,
calligraphy, and a tea ceremony will be
demonstrated in the Kletz Tuesday evening by the fifteen Japanese
students now studying at Hope under a
special exchange program.
The students, from the Meija Gakuin University in Tokyo, will sing
Japanese songs in their native tongue,
perform a traditional tea ceremony,
and dance in a traditional Japanese
style with short steps, slow movements, and fan- in hand. There will
also be a demonstration in calligraphy—the art of painting characters
which are symbols for words. The
students will describe the characters
and explain their origin. There will be
Japanese finger food and refreshments
for those watching the demonstrations.

The event, sponsored by Hope's International Relations Club, will be held
Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in the Kletz of
the DeWitt Cultural Center.
The fifteen students are at Hope for a
month under a special exc
gram between Hope and Meiji Gi
University. The students are studying
comparisons between Japanese and
American social, economic, and educational structures.
Approximately fifteen Hope, students are now involved in the program.
The Hope students are involved in a
discussion group with the Japanese
students, and are registered for an IDS
course. They may have a chance to
travel to Japan during May Term to be
part of a similar study there.
The Japanese students, mostly business, economics, or psychologysociology majors, will give an oral
report and demonstration before leaving for Japan at the end of September.
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Hope CoNeff anchor

"American Graffiti" grows up

Ml

by Mike Norris
Finances notwithstanding, 1 sometimes find myself enjoying flawed
films more than I do the sure thing.
Ambitious directors like Joseph Strick,
who attempted to transform Joyce's
Ullyses intq visual poetry, or Robert
Altman, the American author who has
produced many near-great films such
as 4 'Nashville;" "TTirce W o m e n , "
and " B u f f a l o Bill and the Indians" (if
only he didn't try to be so didactic),
give one a glimpse of the possibilities
of the m i l i u m . Blockbusters, extravaganzas, and star vehicles play it
safe. Profits rule.
All this does not mean that studios
are completely lacking in taste. .They
do occasionally take a chance. This is
what they did in the conception of
" M o r e American G r a f f i t i " . As you
might remember, the original "American G r a f f i t i " was a low-budget film
peopled with many unknown actors
who would later make it big, actors
such as Candy Clarke, Richard
Drey fuss, and Harrison Ford. Made in
the
early
seventies,
"Graffiti"
spawned many imitations and was responsible for the succeeding 60s/50s
nostalgia craze. At the time the director, George Lucas, was an unknown; a
risk had paid off.
Switching gears, but this time with
more money behind him, Lucas' next
film, "Star W a r s , " had similar effect
in the industry. He is now a sure thing.
Curiously enough, a sequel to " W a r s "
was announced before that of
" G r a f f i t i . " Even with Lucas's acknowledged talent, could he pull off a
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Leukemia.
Id no longer
a death sentence.
When you were young, no form of
cancer terrified your parents more than
leukemia did.
Just fifteen years ago, a child with
leukemia could expect to live only months.
But, thanks to research, things have
changed.
Children who once lived months are
now living years. Many of them are growing up. Some are already adults, living
normal lives.
Did you ever wonder what the
American Cancer Society did with the
money you gave us? Well, some of it went
to leukemia research. And, if we had more
we could do more. Give to the American
Cancer Society.

appears a calculated chic hindsight that
this status is arrived at by his desertion.
As a whole the movie is comprised
of four separate vignettes that run for
several minutes each before proceeding to the next characters) and his
(their) story. It gets confusing as some
scenes overlap and irritation sometimes sets in when just as you are
becoming involved with the situation
set up it is time to proceed to the next
piece. This goes on for about two
hours, with about five installments of
each life story. This convention may
work well in literature, but film graces
it none. It is the celluloid equivalent of
baklava.
"More American Graffiti's" acting
is uneven. Some of the performances
are akin to television situation comedies
(which is not Surprising considering
this is the primary showcase for several
of the actors). One has the feeling that
the film does not care whether the
continued on page 7

Search for
Mr. Albion

I
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If you suspect
something is missing
from your Dorm Room,
Chances are
we will have what you need
free gift wrapping

competent sequel making the companion film something more than an exploitation of the first effort?
What Lucas has done with "More
American G r a f f i t i , " and reportedly
will do with the continuation of
" W a r s " is to stay on as the picture's
executive producer and hand over the
directorial work to a hand-selected
neophyte—in this case, a gentleman
named B. W. L. Norton. Norton also
co-wrote much of the script, which
takes some of the principal characters
f r o m the original and follows their
lives after graduation.
Unfortunately, the tension ' t h a t
should have been in a number of scenes
is missing because we know their fate
from the epilogue that was presented at
the close of the first " g r a f f i t i . " We
expect every race that stock-car driver
John Milner (Paul Le Mat) enters is to
be his last. We know ahead of time
that Terry The Toad (Charles Martin
Smith) will be listed an MIA, but it

Bridal Registry

Open Daily 'til 5:30
including Sat., Mon. & Fri. 'til. 9p.m.

The search is on. For the first time in
the history of Albion College, a contest
is being held to seek out the most
beautiful male student on campus.
The Commission on the Status of
Women, a one-year-old campus organization, has announced plans to
h o l d ' a Men's Beauty Pageant. The
proceedings include such varied contestant categories as Mr. Congeniality,
Mr. Charisma, and the contestant with
the best-looking legs.
4
'People don't know how to take this
(contest)," says Bonnie McMinn,
president of CSW. " W e ' r e just trying
to have a good time, not trying to make
a major statement."
CSW is a part of many college campuses across the nation which provides
information
on
the
women's
movement—past, present, and future.
The contest took place on Saturday
and as of yet there is not word on the
winner.
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Original "American Graffiti" stars Ron Howard, Cindy Williams,
Candy Clark, and Charles Martin Smith continue their stories in
"More American Graffiti," the sequel that shows what happened
when the teenagers grew up.

Ufe're
counting
on you.

DELS
2A.26

GUITARS-BANJOS
MANDOLINS AND FIDDLES
STRING INSTRUMENT
CONSTRUCTION/REPAIRS

VVEST 0 T h S T R E f c r

HOUi.NO, M.CH.

4 9 4 2 3

616-396.4866

23 E. 8th St:, Holland

off any Record or Tape in stock
2 0 % A " blank Tapes
brand names inclucle

Maxell, TDK and Fuji

For one week only
with HopeilD.

T eerman's

Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.
N b r t h s i d e .
A u t o m o t i v e
252 CHARLES DR. At Roort Av«.

396-8526
No more stopping here for this this, or going there
for that... We've WE'VE GOT IT ALL-EQUIPMENT,
PARTS AND EXPERTISE to take care of ALL
your automotive needs.
So whether it be for simple oil change or
a major overhaul, stop by or give us a call today.
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v v m n o i i

20 E. 8th St., Holland.
Phone 392-1831
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Want a debate
Every political science major should
be issue-oriented.
Every science major should be interested in facts.
English majors should be concerned
about everything from grammar to how
the leaves are turning.
Those interested in the arts—music,
art, theatre—should be aware of composition, form, style.
Philosophy majors should want to
probe, to question, to examine.
Business and math majors should be
concerned with logical thinking, order,
outcome (profit).
Psychology majors should be analytical.
Language m a j o r s . . . physical education m a j o r s . . .
Well, my point isn't to limit you to
the elements in your majors that I've
mentioned. Instead, I hope to inspire
you to be critical readers. Want a de-

bate? I'm on!
From week to week my column will
explore various life issues. I'm going
to try to keep away from campus politics; however, I won't promise to stay
away entirely. When the temptation
becomes too overwhelming, please
bear with me; I promise not to delve
into politics two weeks in a row.
What can you expect from a column
contemplating life issues? That's a
question I hope you answer for yourself by reading "I'M O N . " But in case
you'd rather not wait, " I ' m o n " will
often discuss values, injustices, opportunities, questions I'm asking myself,
and ones you might be asking yourself.
If you have any answers or questions, don't understand what I mean or
don't agree, 1 want to hear from you.
You're challenged, at this point, to
write a rebuttal to any article you read
in "I'M O N " . Submit it to the anchor

office and you will replace my column
for the next week. The anchor staff,
with my exclusion, will determine
which response will appear in the next
issue of the anchor. In short, " I ' M
O N " has the potential to be the students' voice. Unfortunately, it has
equal potential for being a one-man
soapbox.
What can you expect from me?
Well, I'm an independent student,
which only means I'm a junior without
a major and content to be attending a
liberal arts school. I sometimes pretend
and sometimes succeed to live a Christian lifestyle. I'm flat broke most of the
time, write under a pen name and
rarely use' the word antidisestablishmentarianism. Other than that I
have nothing else to say . . . until next
week.
Sincerely,
Margaret Allan Warner

Features accepted, encouraged
Greetings. This is a feature editorial.
This is an open letter to the student
body encouraging them to write for the
anchor if they have not done so before
or if they have tried on another occasion and found their work unnewsworthy. I was at first reluctant to
take on the job of feature editor. At
present it is a job not defined by myself, that entails the assessment of everything from cartoons to columns to
reviews to thought pieces. Certainly
that ephemeral tag " f e a t u r e " could
involve much more, but that depends
on you—your perception of just what a
newspaper should print, and of what
you're willing to submit.
Anyway, my acceptance of the post
was two-fold. It was somewhat selfserving in that certain aquaintances
have become concerned about my lack
of ambition, voluntary simplicity if
you will, and that such a title would
look dandy on my resume. My second
reason is that I am a frustrated writer,
and since the muse seems to have stood
me up of late, I find that I need to keep
writing so that any creativity I may
possess will not atrophy.
Whether you have altruistic ambitions or literary pretensions, continuous writing on a variety of subjects is
like exercise; it strengthens and disciplines. For the neophyte it is therapeutic, certainly much better than punching holes in the wall. In the past, many
articles that I submitted to the anchor
as an outsider were rejected; even ideas
and premises for articles and series
were ignored because they were not
considered news. If indeed this is the
criterion for material, we might as well
close shop. There is no real hard news
at Hope, as the public relations department would have us believe. It is
all soft: gentle, as in the interrelations
between students, faculty and commu-

nity; the insights and outreach we give
to each other in programs like Higher
Horizons, Helpline and Focus Hope;
doughy, as the soft white underbelly
reveals itself in businessmen who raise
prices during Tulip Time to sack visiting tourists.
Our staff this year contains many
newcomers and old guard. As yet we
have not forged commitments to our
writers. We warily eye each other,
questioning the other party's competence. Sure, it's the obligatory call for
involvement. We need help!
So just what is it we will accept? As
for myself, virtually anything well
done in the way of graphics, photography, prose, poetry and straight writing. It should be noted that I can be
superceded, but I do promise to fight
for your piece should it prove valuable.

Think of us as a magazine rather than a
newspaper, something that carries
more than the names in attendance at
the local Elks' club meeting. We want
both the reflective and the wellresearched. We want challenges, we'll
take on fights, we will try to question
and maybe become more human in the
process.
This is the job of the journalist:' to
discern facts and convey them, and in
the process perhaps a little personal
insight. Joan Didion has written in a
compilation of her more recent essays,
"We live entirely, especially if we are
writers, by the imposition of the narrative line upon disparate images, by the
'ideas' with which we have learned
to freeze the shifting phantasmagoria
which is our actual experience." Nuff
said.

At the cost of $12,000, Hope's new language lab opened this week.
(Photo by Steve Goshorn).

Language lab completed
The study of a foreign language is
unlike most other disciplines; while
other classes lend themselves largely to
research, memorization, and computation, languages are centered on speech
and oral understanding as well. An
accent and proper pronunciation come
only with practice.
In an effort to aid the student in this
practice, the language department recently arranged for a new language lab
at a cost of approximately $12,000.
Along with the improved equipment, there is a new set-up, complete
with new carpeting and drapes. The
department also ordered every lesson
and drill used in class on tapes, which
they now have on file; they also have
tapes on plays, stories, and other cul-

tural information recorded in various
languages. The adjacent study lab contains foreign periodicals, audio/visual
slide presentations, and a shortwave
radio.
Currently there are 18 students employed in the lab for such jobs as distributing equipment and supervising its
use.
The language lab is located on the
second floor of Graves Hall and is open
Monday through Wednesday 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.,
Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9
p.m. (closed, however, during community hour), Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. and 7 t o 9 p . m . , and Sunday 7 to9
p.m.

SAVAGE AMUSEMENT
Studio Theatre Production

OPEN AUDITIONS
Sept 24,7:30 p.m. to tlflO pjn.

De Witt Studio Theatre

No preparation necessary

EVERYONE WELCOME!

AH shiris & sMeaten
wHb Hope student I.P.
From Sept. 20-30

PENDLETON, USA
Outdoor ruggedness with Pendleton durability —
the Countryman 100% virgin wool melton jacket.
Made for the man whose lifestyle is the outdoors.

(EIxj%S Closet
-

comer of 8Hi & e o H q e

in downtown Holland
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Foodfiasco
not Saga'sfault
So there you a r e , minding your own business, walking d o w n towards Durfee after
fourth hour class, all ready to go to lunch.
You turn the c o m e r and all of a sudden you
stop dead in your tracks. T h e line for the
cafeteria does not only go out the door, it
winds its way d o w n the front steps and all
the way out to the sidewalk.
N o w , before joining the rest of your comrades in the line, you look to the heavens and
question why the powers that be have put
you through this campus food fiasco. You
then resign yourself to wait in the line for

your lukewarm f o o d , rationalizing your
misfortune with the thought that we all have
our crosses to bear.
No doubt this is the feeling of a great
many students here this semester. Everyone
feels cheated in that the atmosphere isn't
more pleasing, the food hotter, and the service faster.
Yes, what a s h a m e the food is not like the
stuff back home. Perhaps, on the other
hand, it could be suggested that, under the
circumstances, things are not as terrible as
the populous claim. The trick is to keep the
issues in perspective.
As it stands, the dining facilities (may we
use the term so loosely?) are not of the
highest quality. This is a fact beyond dispute. T h e Durfee cafeteria is generally overcrowded while the Carnegie gym/cafeteria
is bare and very loud. Yet think for a moment: is it really Saga's fault that H o p e ' s
cafeteria expansion plans are not completed
on time? Under the circumstances there is
really n o other place besides Carnegie to
feed such a large group of people.

As for the atmosphere, we do not find it
highly practical (although surely very inticing) to carpet the floor and lower the ceiling,
thus enhancing both looks and sound. Aside
from this idea, all that can really help is
possibly a little more understanding of the
situation.
The second c o m m o n complaint is the
food quality. T r u e , this complaint seems to
know no season, but everyone claims that
this year Saga has reached new depths.
Admittedly the food is not always as hot as
last year (the ' r e m e m b e r the good ole d a y s '
syndrome), but it does seem that the quality
of the food is no worse. Perhaps the problem
may stem f r o m having to eat on styrofoam
plates with plastic knives and forks. Believe
it or not, what you eat on can often affect
the taste of the food almost as much as the
food itself.
Also keep in mind that the food preparation differs f r o m last year in two respects.
First, instead of being prepared in the same
building as the cafeteria, it must be trucked
halfway across campus, thereby allowing
the food to cool. Second, due to the
expansion project, the bakery in Phelps has
been reduced considerably. This size reduction, more than anything, can affect the
quality of the food.
The last and largest complaint aimed at
Saga is the long lines. Waiting what seems
to be half the day becomes utterly ridiculous
to all but those of the greatest stamina. Saga
should be able to serve us faster even though
the facilities are not quite the same. One
suggestion may help to alleviate this situation: work for Saga. After all, it is the lack of
help that is the greatest bottleneck. Not only
would you be doing something constructive
instead of wasting your seemingly precious
time waiting in line every d a y , but you will
also get paid for it. As the saying goes, if
you can't beat 'em (and you can't), you
might as well join 'em.
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It's how you play the game
by Clark Coding
The outlook for H o p e ' s cross-country,
football, and soccer teams this year is
good. In fact, the talk around campus is
that the Flying Dutchmen football team has
an excellent chance at a National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division III bid for the
National Championship playoffs. It is different to see the campus talking about
something other than last w e e k ' s bio e x a m ,
but all the emphasis on winning does not
follow H o p e ' s traditional philosophy towards athletics.
In larger schools much more stress is
placed on the players, because many of
them plan on going into professional
sports. And although some Hope athletes
could play professionally, in most cases
they are not playing with a goal to turn
professional in mind. H o p e ' s athletic program is special because the stress that is put
on the players is to have fun, enjoy yourself, play with good sportmanship, and further the development of both your body and
your mind. If this attitude is lost or destroyed by undue pressure from victoryhungry crowds, H o p e ' s athletic program
will be destroyed.
While the coaches of the teams don't
stress the winning aspect of spoils, il seems
that all the advertisements for several athletic teams deal with the winning records/
way of the past. Football posters feature the
football t e a m ' s excellent winning record of
the past few years, and advertise Coach
S m i t h ' s successful seasons of the past.
H o p e has been written up in many major
newspapers as i 4 a small college football
p o w e r . " The problem that all this publicity
causes is that although the players,
c o a c h e s , administration, and admissions
enjoy the publicity, the publicity tends to
over-stress the aspect of winning, and winning becomes over-inflated when put into
the overall context of the philosophy of athletics at Hope.
T h e spirit of enthusiasm is proportional
to the numbers in the stands. Crowds seem
to turn happenings, the football g a m e , into
events, THE BIG GAME. Where there is a
large c r o w d , it seems that the excitement of
the crowd combines with the excitement of
the t e a m , and each builds on the other. This
is the reason why there is a h o m e team
advantage in many sports, because the
crowd incites the team into giving their
best.
H o p e ' s basketball team has had problems the past few years, because no matter
what the team attempts to do, it always
seems to be matched by the opposing team.
Because of the slump that the team is going

through, attendance at the games is proba-

bly at an all-time low. That would be
understandable if H o p e ' s basketball team
were a professional team, and all seats sold
for over five dollars. But all sports events at
Hope are free of charge to students, and the
cost to the general public is not that high,
so why the low attendance?
So, crowds tend to like a team that is
successful. That is all part of the American
love affair with success. T o become successful in life you have to have been successful in college, and to be successful in
college you have to have been successful in
high school. This whole chain continues
down to when you were a child, when success was judged on how soon you started
walking, or how soon you started talking.
Whether or not this is healthy in the overall
picture of life is a matter of great controversy that I will not attempt to cover in
this short space. But it this love of success
becomes too great when compared to the
other aspects of H o p e ' s athletic programs,
it will destroy the philosophy behind athletics at Hope.
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Eritrea—a fight for independence
his is the first part of a three part
series looking at the history and future
outlook of Eritrea, a province currently under the control of Ethiopia. Its
author, Habte Teclemariam, is a native of the district. This also is the birth
of a regular feature entitled 'Human
Writes' in which cultural relativity will
be explored in a variety of ways. Future articles will.deal with international study, native sociolpolitical
problems, artistic freedom and local
customs.

by Habte M . Teclemariam
Eritrea is situated at the cross-roads
of Africa and the Middle East. It is
bounded by the Red Sea on the east, the
Sudan on the north and west, and
Ethiopia and Djibouti on the south.
This strategic geographic location has
helped to shape its history.
To clearly understand the modem
history of the Eritrean people, il is
necessary to look into the ancient history of the Horn of Africa.
The original inhabitants of presentday Eritrea were a negroid African
people known as the Nilstics. Later,
invading Hamites from North Africa
occupied what is known today as
northern Eritrea and, intermingling
with the Nilstics, began to settle in the
western lowlands and the northern
highlands. Between 1000 and 400
B.C., Semitic tribesmen crossed the

European colonialists in the 19th and
20th centuries. Otherwise, from the
fall of the Axumite Kingdom to the
19th century, when countries with
definite boundaries were formed with
the expansion of European colonialism
in Africa, there was absolutely no
period when there existed an organized
and centralized state in this region.
When the Portuguese explored sea
lanes to the east at the close of the 15th
Century, they began to clash at first
with the Arab powers and later the
Turks in an effort to control the sea
lanes and occupy strategic places. Portuguese and Turkish contention in the
Horn of Africa became intertwined
with the tribal and religious conflicts in
the region. It was thus by exploiting the
internal conflicts of the region that the
Turks, opposing the Portuguese, were
able to occupy the Red Sea coast in
1557. Their repeated attempts to penetrate the Eritrean hinterland were,
however, stiffly resisted. Unable to
break this resistance, especially after
1589, they gave the viceroyship to the
chief of the Bellow tribes under the title
of the " N a i b " and continued their
nominal rule for about three centuries
until 1865.
As Turkey grew weaker, Egypt revived its political power and was
granted internal autonomy. In the beginning of the 18th century, Mohamed
Ali Pasha was able to easily defeat the
Fung Kingdom and expanded his authority to the Western lowlands of
present-day Eritrea and compelled the
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Red Sea from South Arabia and, invading the Eritrean plateau, began to settle
there, intermarrying with the intermingled Nilstics and Hamites. The Semites, with their advanced Sabean
civilization, were able to transform
Hamito-Nilotic society and founded
the Axumite Kingdom.
The Axumite Kingdom had, extending in all comers, invaded areas as far
as southwestern Arabia, this kingdom was also greatly influenced by
foreign civilizations, especially Greek
civilization, through commercial and
cultural exchange. However, with the
Persian occupation of South Arabia,
during the 7th Century, Axumite contacts across the Red Sea were cut off.
The Beja tribesmen intensified their
invasion from the north, while there
was also the growing rebellion of diffcring tribes within the kingdom. With
the Agau tribesmen attacking from the
south, the already weakened kingdom
cmmbled.
Therefore, the Axumite civilization.
like many of its predecessors, came to
an end and was obliterated, never to
revive again. As a socio-economic system, it had no concrete economic,
political, and, social links with the
system that prevailed during the centuries immediately following its fall,
let alone with those of the last and
present centuries.
There exists no detailed record of the
history of the period that immediately
followed the fall of Axum. It should be
remembered, however, that there occurred the untold destruction of
people, livestock, and property as a
result of the internecine wars within
and, among competing tribes, the
politics-religious aggressions that took
place in the expansion of Islam and
Christianity, and the slave trade which
dominated all other trade and plundered enormous labour power. These
obstacles to the development of this
region were responsible for its backu/flrdnp^t anH its vir.rimizatinn hv

Beui Amer Diglals to accept his suzerainty. Afterwards, the Egyptians took
over the Red Sea coast from the Turks
in 1867; but their repeated attempts to
expand to the hinterland were frustrated by the popular resistance. Their
rule was thus confined to Keren and the
coastal areas until they were weakened
by the Mahdists and finally driven out
by the Italians in 1885.
The late 19th Century was a period
during which European powers divided up and partitioned Africa to exploit its natural resources and cheap
labor power, secure big markets for
their industrial production, and to occupy strategic regions that could serve
to control foreign trade and trade
routes. The Conference of Berlin,
1885, officially partitioned Africa
among the imperial powers. The European powers that had planned to invest
capitol in India and Arab countries in
anticipation of the windfall profits
found it imperative to open the Suez
Canal and occupy strategic positions
on the shores of the Red Sea and the
Hom of Africa in order to Control the
commerce in the Red Sea and the. Indian Ocean that was run by the Turks
and Arabs. While Britain and France
were the principal contenders in the
region, Italy played the role of a junior
ally of British Imperialism.

By exploiting the contention between Britain and France on the one
hand, the competition between the
kings of Shoa and Tigrai on the other,
and the Mahdist expansionist ambitions and the weakening on the Egyptians on the third, Thely set foot on the
southern shores to the Red Sea in 1869
under the pretext of establishing a missionary and a . trading station.
Gradually, it brought over military
forces and, by exploiting the contradictions between the contending and
rival feudists, occupied the whole of
Eritrea in 1890.
Although the western and eastem
lowlands were nominally under Egypt
before Italy occupied Eritrea, the Beja
territories, invaded by the Mahdists,
were in a state of chaos. Different tribal
Sultans were ruling in Denkel. The
power struggles between the Hazega
and Tzeazega and feudalists on the
plateau provided opportune conditions
for King Yohannes of Tigrai to occupy
and rule it through his viceroy, Ras
Alula, just before the advent of the
Italians. By integrating these disparate
territories and establishing a centralized administrative system, Italy
brought forth Eritrea as a multinational
state with a definite political and
geopolitical identity.
During the second half of the 19th
Century, the Hom of Africa was subjected to the expansion of both the
capitalist development and feudal rule.
In what is today Ethiopia, the kingdoms of Tigrai, Gojjam and Shoa were
growing stronger and undergoing
feudal integration and centralization in
the 19th Century, and were contending
with each other for expansion. The
Kingdom of Shoa under Menelik II
was finally able to predominate because it managed to strike a deal with
the Italians and acquire superiority in
arms while kingdoms of Tigrai and
Gojjam were weakened as a result of
Italian and Mahdist aggression. Exploiting the rivalries and contention
among Britain, France, and Italy,
Menelik invaded the Oroms lands, put
the territories of Tigrai and Gojjam
under his control, and, at the close of
the 19th century, established a centralized feudal Ethiopian state whose
boundaries formed the demarcation
line between colonial and feudal rule.
The arguments put forth by Ethiopia
that Eritrea was part of Ethiopia before
the coming of Italian colonialism only
signifies the desire to conceal the time
and the circumstances under which
Eritrea and Ethiopia were formed as
countries with defined political and
geographical identities.
Besides trampling upon the human
and democratic rights of the Eritrean
people and imposing a system of racial
segregation, the Italian colonial administration seized all land in the lowlands
and northern highlands as well as extensive fertile agricultural areas and
meadows in the plateau in the name of
domains and reduced life in the countryside to an extremely deplorable
state. Even though Italy built factories
in the pursuit of its colonial aims and
provided for the emergence of a working class, it was also exploiting and
encouraging the feudal features of the
society in an effort to assure and prolong its rule. In the pursuit of its interests it brought forth the economic integration of the different parts of Eritrea.
In the opposition against colonial oppression and the intense racial segregation that attended it, the Eritrean
people forged a strong national identity
and developed a unified psychological
make-up.
Wjth the outbreak of the 2nd World
War, the Eritrean people fought
alongside the Allied Powers and drove
out Italians colonialism in 1941; as a
result, Eritrea passed over from Italian
colonialism to British military administration. From the outset, Britain conspired to abolish the political existence
continued on page 7
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Goshorn photo essay
by Steve Goshorn
These few works are part of a larger body of work created during the summer.
The reason for the compilation is a trip to Olympia, Washington, where I entered
a one-term photography workshop.
The course turned out to be an intense, aesthetic shooting session where each
student was allowed to develop his own photographic style. The course also
included some technical information and helped to try to relate what we produced
to what working photographers did in the past and are still doing.
As for what I think while taking the photographs, I tend to strive for visual
complexity rather than stories or deep meanings. These pictures are meant to
please the eye, not to boggle the mind, although the two are ultimately one and the
same.
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[ore Graffiti"
tinned from page 2
ntation of the period portrayed
urate or not; the language and
included are perfunctory rather
listic.
the music seems incidental,
ated to the significance in a scene,
»ce the aural background of the first
teffiti
or the acute poignant
i V
ement of specific songs in l4 ComK
j H o m e . " One exception is the
tellicopter sequence which has The
Chantays singing '•Pipeline" as the
choppers execute a mission. There is
one scene in which a large group of war
protestors are being held in a police bus
for detention, and to pass time two
women begin to sing the Supremes'
4
*Baby Love.'' A police matron tries to
silence them with force. Soon the
whole bus is singing along in defiance.
Not ortly is the scene one of the most
effective in the movie, the addition of
the live chorus magnifies it.
The cinematography/editing is an interesting hodge-podge. It is an amalgamation of diverse styles. The footage of the Toad in Vietnam sees the

long panavision screen suddenly
shrink down to about a third of the
screen size to simulate television with
all its offcolor graininess. This was,
after all, where most of us viewed the
c o m b a t . . . as the war was brought
home into our living rooms.
Another dalliance is in the director's
revival of amateurish film school tricks
that characterized many late 60s films.
This is where the camera will zoom
in and out at a pulsing discotheque.
At other times we see the large screen
divided up into quadrants; the uppermost part of a cover or panorama shot
is merged with another camera when
the latter pans a pair of feet that move
towards the big picture. It is eccentric
in its utilization and it is doubtful
whether it will be used again in the
near future.
Finally, the fault of this picture is the
problem with this review. It concentrates too much on the technical rather
than aesthetic.-It would seem the
filmmakers had all their shots planned
out long before they had a concrete
story. It is style outstripping substance.
Still, if you like the u n u s u a l . . .

perspective
continued from page 5
of Eritrea by partitioning it between
Sudan and Ethiopia. To this end, it set
out to destroy the economic infrastructure of Eritrea in an effort to make it
appear economically inviable and to
inflame non-basic contradictions so as
to divide the Eritrean people along religious and tribal lines and weaken
their unity. Although it did not succeed
in partitioning Eritrea, Britain managed
to wreck the economy and sow discord
among the Eritrean people.
Although the 1940s witnessed the
emergence of political parties in
Eritrea, the Eritrean people's struggle
for independence could not triumph
because none of the parties had the
capacity, strength, and cohesiveness to
unite the majority of the.Eritream
people around itself, overcome the
machinations of imperialism and interference from the neighbouring countries and lead the Eritrean people
to independence. As the future of
Eritrea could not be determined in the

H o p ® S®r t t e F t a t h a r e

Public forum lecture heads week

/

A series of public lectures entitled "Caring and Curing:
the Humanities and Medicine" will hold its second presentation on Sept. 26 in the Phelps Conference Room, with the
topic being "Genetic Counseling." Stanley Haverwas and
Harvey Bender, both from the University of Notre Dame,
will deal with "Parental Rights and Responsibilities for
Genetic Health" and "The Concept of Genetic Health,"
respectively. Coffee will be served before the lecture at
6:30 p.m., with the lecture itself beginning at 7 p.m.

Mozart and The Magic Flute
Professor Felix Mozer, director of the Monmouth Conservatory of Music and former musical director of the
Vienna Choir Boys, will be on the Hope campus on Sept.
24 and 25, 1979. Through the keyboard and recorded
excerpts, professor Molzer will perform music by
Wolfgang Mozart in Wichers Auditorium this Monday at 7
p.m. On Tuesday, at 12:30 p.m., professor Molzer will
address the class of IDS 123 on the subject of Mozart's
opera The Magic Flute.

Savage Amusement auditions begin
The theatre department will be presenting a new
student-directed play in the Studio Theatre this term. SAVAGE AMUSEMENT, written only last year by British
playwright Peter Flannery, is set in the future in a large
metropolitan area. It concerns a group of young people
trying to survive in their increasingly savage surroundings
as the world with which they were once familiar disintegrates. The play attempts to portray a gutsy, often funny, and
very human story of many of our current socio-economic
problems today. Everyone is encouraged to audition. No
preparation is necessary. Auditions will be held in DeWitt
Cultural Center's Studio Theatre on Monday, Sept. 24 from
7:30 to 11 p.m.

discussions held among the Four Powers, it was transferred to the UN. In
1950, at the fifth regular session of the
UN General Assembly, the U.S.
pushed through the federal resolution
(390 A/V) without consulting with the
wishes of the Eritrean people. Under
the guise of federation, Eritrea was put
under the yoke of Ethiopian colonialism. As a result Ethiopia could get
access to the sea and the U.S. could
establish military bases in Eritrea.
As soon as Ethiopia set foot in
Eritrea under the guise of a federation,
it violated the federal resolution,
damned freedom of the press, smashed
the free popular organizations and
political parties, suppressed the Eritrean languages and culture, imposed
the language and culture of the Amhara
ruling classes, persecuted and jailed
Eritrean patriots, and placed a large occupation army all over Eritrea (at present estimated at about 120,000) to
intimidate the people and crush their
resistance.
The Eritrean people, drawing valuable lessons from their experience,
continued their struggle against the
ever intensifying oppression. When
they began to intensify their struggle,
with
the
worker
and
student
movements and other patriots in the big
cities in the forefront, Ethiopia escalated its atrocities. When Ethiopia pulled down the Eritrean national flat in
1958, workers, students, and other patriots were clandestinely organized and
known as "Mother Showate" in the

cities, and the Eritrean Liberation
Movement abroad came to realize that
peaceful means alone could not win
victory or independence and began to
look for other means to advance their
struggle.
Wmlc such was the general trend,
certain exiled traditional leaders established a small armed band under the
name of the Eritrean Liberation Front
(E.L.F.). At the time of its formation,
this front not only lacked a clear
nationalist guidance with defined objectives, but it was also formed by a
group incompatible with the demands
of the time. As the armed struggle
evolved, the people began to support it
simply because as an armed resistance
to Ethiopia's barbarous mle, it expressed the Eritrean people's hatred of
Ethiopian colonialism.
In November 1962, the Haile Slassie
regime, trampling under foot the
legitimate rights of the Eritrean people
and violating the U.N. federal resolution (which only the U.N. could
change with the consent of the Eritrean
people), officially declared that the autonomous state of Eritrea would henceforth become a province of Ethiopia.
There is no record in history where
either the U.N. General Assembly or
the Security Council has raised its
voice against the barbarous oppression
of the Eritrean people under Ethiopian
colonialism, not even when the Ethiopian regime flagrantly violated the
very resolution of the U.N. and officially stood against justice and peace.

Hope adds to art collection
Four paintings, given to the Hope art collection by the
Louis M. Plansoen Estate of Upper Montclair, N.J. are on
exhibit at the DeWitt Center art gallery this month. Gallery
hours are 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and 1:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
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Welcome Bock students or hello for the first
time! DuMez has a special shop just for you . . .
the Junior Underground. Riled with great fashion
looks from names you are familiar with like
College-Town, Pandora, Body English, A/todern
Junior, Garland, Levi's, Chic by H.I.S., Organically
Grown and many others. We have fashion
consultants to help you pull your wardrobe
together to make the most of your fashion
dollars. We offer a convenient layaway service to
allow you to get a complete look together noW
. . . and pay for it as you can. We're just a short
walk from Campus in Downtown Holland . . .
come visit us soon!
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Hope defensive players Mark Candey (24), Ross Nykamp (30), and John Frazza (64) stop a Wabash
player from gaining much yardage.
(Photo by Rich Tamlyn).

Dutch step on Little Giants
by Tim Taylor
Before a larger-than-capacity crowd
of 5612, the Hope football team avenged their lone loss of a year ago by
defeating the Wabash, IN, Little
Giants in their first ever game at the
new Holland Municipal Stadium.
Neither team was able to generate
much of an offense, but Hope took
advantage of nearly every Wabash turnover as both teams proved to have
very tough defenses.
After a booming kick-off by Jon
Veldman, the Littje Giants' opening
drive stalled inside of their own 20yard line. The snap from center flew

way over the punter's head and out of
the end zone to give the Flying Dutchman a 2-0 lead with less than five
minutes gone in the game.
Just minutes later, after the tough
Hope defense had stopped Wabash,
another snap from center went over the
frustrated punter's head and Hope took
over possession just 22 yards short of
the opponents' goal line. Mark
Spencer's pass to Paul Damon brought
the ball all the way down to the 7-yard
line. The Hope offense bogged down at
this point, so Coach Ray Smith sent out
sophomore Keith Nelson, who split the
uprights from 24 yards out to give the
Dutchmen a 5-0 lead after the first
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PLAN PLANT OF THE WEEK:
Phildendron Selloum

$1.50
Corner of River & 9th Ph. 392-4356
Down Town Holland

quarter of play.
Midway through the second quarter
Spencer again connected with Damon,
this time in the middle of five or six of
the Little Giants' defenders. Damon
then broke three or four tackles and
outran everybody for a 69-yard
touchdown play to give Hope a 12-0
lead after the extra point by junior Greg
Bekius. Doug Andrews' interception
and a facemasking infraction brought
the ball down to the 9-yard line, but the
offense again was unable to break the
tough Wabash defense and they had to
settle for another field goal by Nelson,
this one coming from 21 years out.
Hope took this 15-0 lead into the locker
room at halftime.
Early in the third quarter, after a
Spencer to (gee that sounds familiar)
Damon connection put the ball on the
Wabash 20-yard line, Spencer hit
junior Dave Braschler on the 2-yard
line. For a third time the Hope offense
was unable to get the six and had to
settle for three, this time a 19-yarder
for an 18-0 lead.
The visitors finally got on the
scoreboard with six minutes left to go
in the game when they blocked a punt
out of the Hope end zone, to narrow the
gap to 18-2. The Dutchmen widened
the gap to 18 once more, however, as
they sacked the Wabash quarterback in
the end zone with twenty seconds to go
in the game.
Offensively for Hope, Spencer was
7 for 21 for 143 yards. Four of those
went to Paul Damon who had 115
yards on his receptions.
The entire defensive unit played an
excellent game, as they have gone
eight quarters without giving up a
single point. A big factor in the nearshutout was the two spectacular diving
interceptions by sophomore Mark
'Candey to stifle a couple of Wabash
drives in Hope territory, one of those at
the 8-yard line.
This Saturday the Flying Dutchmen
iwill take on De Pauw University at De
Pauw. Game time is 1:30.

As fellow Hope College Alumni, we ot El Artesono welcome
oil Hope College students to visit us. Come see our collection
of Baskets, Wood Carving, and Wall Hangings. Lots of things
to decorate your Dorm room or Apartment. Also see our beautiful handknit woolens, imported clothing/and jewelry.
•
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Co-captains of this year's team]
seniors Dick Northuis and
Shoemaker. Northuis is a three
all-MIAA selection. Other reti
runners to watch are s e n i o r s
Howard, Karl Bierbaum, Glen Li
and Steve Wissink; junior Larry
tering; and sophomore Mark Noi
who was a fourth-place finisher
league meet in 1978. Sophomore
Visscher, 1979 MI A A champil
miler, will also be adding to the team's";
depth.
Highlights of the season this year
include the Hope Invitational, which
was held Tuesday; the Midwest Collegiate Cross Country Championships
at the University of Wisconsin at
Parkside on Sept. 29; and the Notre
Dame Invitational, which is to be held
on Oct. 5.

The Hope cross-country team once
again appears to have a promising outlook ahead of them for the 1979 season. The team, however, will be hard
pressed to duplicate the many fine performances that they accomplished last
season, as they lost three of their top
seven runners of the team that won the
league championship last season.
Coach Vanderbilt still feels, however, that there is plenty of room for
optimism as this year's freshmen include among their numbers five runners with all-state credentials behind
their names. These promising frosh
harriers are Larry Fischer, Paul Tannehill, Mike Schmuker, John Victor,
and Mark Southwell. Vanderbilt feels
that this group is the best since 1970,
whose numbers included former Hope
stars Phil Ceeley, Glen Powers, and
Randy Lawrence.

Soccer record broken
Sophomore Paul Fowler and senior
Jim DeJulio pleased the crowd with an
awesome display of offensive talent as
they combined to score five of Hope's
eleven goals. DeJulio also pitched in
with three assists. Doug Johnson and '
John Peachey also played a fine game
for the Dutch.
On Saturday the Dutchmen travel to
Purdue-Calumet, where they will try to
avenge last year's 4-2 defeat.

Some 1,500 fans filled the new Holland Municiple Stadium last week on
Tuesday night to watch the Flying
Dutchmen soccer team's season
opener against Grand Rapids School of
Bible and Music.
Hope fans were not to be disappointed, as the Dutch rolled pass
GRSBM by a score of 11-0. This mark
set a new school scoring record, surpassing the old mark of nine goals in
one game.
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Tired of girls in pants? Come
watch the field hockey game.
Tues. Sept. 25 at 4:00, Van Raalte
field. Season opener against
Olivet.

Many PART-TIME JOB OPEN- •
INGS including: material hand- i
ler, shipping clerk, and painter. 1
For more information see OFF
CAMPUS JOBS VAN RAALTE
BASEMENT

J. N. You really made me laugh
the way you say statistics. Just
remember, don't dock by me. I'm
the lonesome rambler. Just
ramblin'

SIB car wash this Saturday at
Bob's Shell. For a donation to the
Sibs we'll make your car sparkle!

•

Energetic? If so there is a parttime job as a car hop open. Hours
approx. 11AM to 2PM Mon,
Wed., Thur. and Fri. See OFF
CAMPUS JOBS VAN RAALTE
BASEMENT. Good rate of pay
$3.40 Mr.
SCIENCE MAJORS—HERE IS
THE PART-TIME JOB for YOU.
Lab dish washer. Two hours daily
Mon-Sat., 4PM - 6PM $3.27 hr.
SEE OFF CAMPUS JOBS VAN
RAALTE BASEMENT.

"

And Because We Remember What it Is Like
To Be a Student We Offer You

DELIVERY TRUCK DRIVER—20
hrs/wk, SAM -12 NOON, Mon.Fri., SEE OFF CAMPUS JOBS
VAN RAALTE BASEMENT.

G.K.—Join our staffl (I won't give
up, you know.)—B.B.
Opas is accepting submissions of •
poetry, prose, and fiction for this «
semester's issue. Please drop
typewritten material in the Opus
box in the Kletz.
Accomplished guitarist and voc- u
alist needed to volunteer a few
hou rs a week to a Christian ministry with high school students.
Call Terry at Youth for Christ/
Campus Life. PH. 392-1479.

i

For Sale-^Aspen Bass Guitar.
New strings, mint condition, no
amp. or case. $149 or best offer.
Call Mark ex. 4640.

b a s k e t s . . . wood c a r v i n g s . . . wall h a n g i n g s . . . chambaware

Direct Importers of Colombian Handicrafts
19 East Sth, Holland. Michigan 396-4166

I
/

10% Off All Purchases
WITH YOUR HOPE COLLEGE STUDENT I.D.

i

A Hope soccer player fights for the ball with a Grand Rapids School of
Bible and Music player. (Photo by Dave Wang).

Downtown Service Station

we cater to your car's

NEEDS

151 E. 8th st 24 hour Answering Service PH. 396-4688

HEW begins crackdown
on student loan defaulters
by Steve Muyskens
Thinking about defaulting on your
Federal loan? Think again. If you refuse to pay up, you could very likely
wind up with a Federal Marshal on
your doorstep.
Earlier this fall, the Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare,
which oversees National Direct Student Loans (NDSL), set up a new program whereby colleges can refer loans

I

which are in default to the Federal
Government for collection. Hope College has taken advantage of this program by referring its defaulted notes to
the Government.
Previously, the Hope business office
was left on its own to try and collect on
defaulted loans. " W e couldn't go beyond the normal process of collect i o n , " notes Hope business manager
Barry Werkman. Even with the new
program, defaulted loans are not re-

Cellist begins series
The Great Performance Series will
begin tomorrow with a recital by cellist
James Kreger in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel at 8 p.m.
Internationally acclaimed as one of
the foremost cellists of his generation,
Kreger first won worldwide attention
as the top Amencan prizewinner in the
cello division at the 1974 Tchaikovsky
Competition that was held in Moscow.
Holland has reciprocal agreements
with concert associations in the communities of Benton Harbor-St. Joseph,
Muskegon, and LaPorte, Indiana.
TTie series is co-sponsored by the
Holland Concert Association and the
Hope College Cultural Affairs Committee. Future events include the following:
TL /-«U,|. * * /-v
-n •
The Chihnginan Quartet will give a
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SAGA rumors dispelled
by Rita T. Hodson
On Sept. 18 Paul Kury, director of
Saga Food Service at Hope, received a
letter from concerned students dealing
with the problems at Saga this semester, such as food quality, long lines,
and clean-up. Kury would like to dispel rumors and to give students some
ways in which they themselves can
help to alleviate the problems.
First of all, it has been said that
Saga's food quality has dropped a
grade. Since Saga does not have a
grading scale for its food, this is impossible, Kury maintains. However,
food has had to stand too long, and
often has had to be reheated due to the
necessary trucking back and forth between Carnegie and Durfee. This is
done to insure an adequate food supply
at both lunchrooms. After Phelps is
finished, this trucking will no longer be
necessary.
As far as variety is concerned, many
of the salad, cereal, and sandwich

products Saga provided last year have
been cut out for lack of room. They
should be back on the menu after the
completion of Phelps, but they will be
served in controlled portions. Too
many students last year tried to stock
their refrigerators with Saga food, according to Kury, and the food service
cannot afford the loss. „
Saga's ticket lines are now operating
on the " s c r a m b l e " system, where
foods are divided into groups and
placed in strategic areas of the lunchroom. With this set-up, students can go
directly to their area of interest instead
of having to wait in line for everything
that they want. This helps to speed up
the lines. In bad weather, lines will be
formed in the basements of Carnegie
and Durfee so that students won't have
to stand out in the cold.
Students can help Saga, Kury said,
by doing the following:
1. Applying for jobs—Saga's present staff consists of 85 percent new
personnel (freshmen and transfer stu-

dents), who have little experience with
how the system works. Especially
needed are workers for the TuesdayThursday lunches at Durfee, scheduled
to open at 10:45.
2. Budgeting time to avoid the rush
periods—these usually occur during
lunches from 11:25 to 11:40, and 12:25
to 12:50. At the tail end of tljese
periods lines are lower.
3. Cleaning up after themselves, and
others if necessary. Saga does not have
the staff size to keep tables clean.
Trays should be stacked on the cart
with the wide end in (the way it is
carried), anu
vojuwu;,
and siuucni)
students miuuiu
should maKc
make use
of the bottom shelves. Having to restack carts causes more delays.
4. Having their meal cards ready and
open before they get to the checker's
t a ble.
Saga cannot take care of all the problems by itself, but Kury urges student
support in order to make dining more
eniovable overall

SC election results announced
Student Congress elections took
place last Wednesday for representatives from various living units. The
results are as follows:
Kollen
Lisa Gidday, Dan Gundersen, Sue
Markusse, and Dave Rhem.

Dykstra
Judy Cordes, Chris Simons,
Leenhouts, and Pam Wright.

Deb

Fraternity Complex
Matt Vandermolen, Paul Bosch, Mark
Schrier, Phil Vanderhaar, and Randy
Coffin.
•
Durfee/Gilmore
Ted Bolema, Tom Stackhouse, and
George Wiszynski.

Phelps
Richard Kennedy, Lora Rector, and
Teresa Renaud.

Vredeveld, Jeannette Eberhard, and
Kevin Toren.

Brumler/Lichty/Van Vleck
Barb Weeden and Anne Mulder.

The noticeable increase in the
number of representatives is due to ties
within the various districts.

concert on Oct. 27 in Dimnert Memorial Chapel. Presented by Young Concerts Artists, Inc. of New York, the
quartet has received laudatory reviews
from coast-to-coast.
The
internationally
acclaimed
Zurich Chamber Orchestra will visit
Holland on their first United States tour
since 1970 on Feb. 14 in the Holland
Civic Center. Under the baton of their
founder, Edmond de Stoutz this ensemble of Swiss musicians has toured
extensively throughout the world during the past three decades
The 80-member Krasnayarsk Dance
Company from the Soviet Union will
present a recital on March 1 in the
Holland Civic Center. One of the most
folk ——.
dance
'popular
'
wv. -companies
v.i..puiiiv_i in the
uit
Soviet Union, the dance group from
Siberia returns for their second United
States tour.
The company will present a program
of enormous diversity with dances
ranging from the lyrical to the symbolic to the jocular; from a Russian
tap-dance to a folk style to a traditional
Siberian folk dance.
A fifth event will be announced at a
later date.
Season tickets may be obtained from
Mrs. Harold Ketchum. Cost is $35 for
" " $ 15 for adults, and $5
an entire family,
for students. Hope students and faculty
are admitted free with I.D.

ferred until after the business office has
gone through its own collection process. Most of the cases referred have
been those of recipients of old NDSLs
from six to 15 years ago. Either the
business office has lost contact with
these people or they have refused to
pay back their loans.
Defaulted loans would appear at first
glance to be of interest only to the
business office, but loans which are not
paid back affect the availability of
loans for current and future Hope students. The Federal Government distributes a limited amount of money to
each school for its NDSL program.
Money loaned out—if collected
back—can be loaned out again. Thus,
the more people that default on their
Federal loans, the less money that is
available for new loans.
Werkman says that defaulting on
loans is "not a real problem for u s . "
Hope's "default r a t e " is around
7 - 7 1/2 percent. Nationwide, the default rate is "probably at least twice
that," states Werkman. Schools with a
default rate of 20 percent or more could
jeopardize future Government payments for loans.
The new HEW program will return
defaulted loans collected by the Government to Hope less a 20 percent
collection fee. Eighty percent of the
lo^n, plus whatever interest may have
accrued, will be returned to the financial aid office for redistribution. But,
Werkman cautions, "I don't know
what their success is going to be j n
collection. The Government might not
get all of the loan or the interest b a c k . ' '
Although he has no idea what process the Government will use for collection, Werkman surmised the HEW
would use various means to contact the
defaulters using the much larger
sources of information at its disposal.
However ambiguous this may sound,
the Federal Government does have
more means of contacting defaulters
than just the telephone or mail. Just
remember, big brother is watching
you.

Study space decreases
by Clark Coding
-p,
c
•
•
...
. ^ o u n t of seating in the Hope
libraries has drastically decreased in
^
Past f e w years as seatin? sPace
"as been removed to make room for
additional shelf space.
was
. X30
^ ' ' 1 in ihe early
s,xt,es w h e n the student
'
^
P0Pu,allon w
a
r
f PP oximately 1500. When it
opened, it could seat about a third of
the student body population. Now, all
three libraries combined—Van Zoeren,
science, and music—can seat 300,
with the student body population increased to over 2200.
The decrease in seating spaces is
attributed to the need for additional
shelf space. Harry Boonstra, director
of the libraries, said that because the
7 c n i l i n 8 S i n c r e a s e b y approximately 5000 books a year, shelf space
is needed for these books, as it is senseless to stack the books in storage space.
This past year the shelf space occupancy at Van Zoeren v/as 66 percent,

science was 86 percent, and music was
^ percent. These figures can be misleading because, for example, since
Van Zoeren has 66 percent occupancy,
'there is an additional 34 percent to fill.
But as Boonstra indicated, once shelf
occupancy reaches more than 75 percent books must be shifted.
This past summer the mezzanine
area in Van Zoeren was shifted around
to make room for selected books from
the science library to be moved over,
Some space was gained, but this space
may not last for long.
Other projects planned to gain more
space include the changing of the Carley Room into shelf space area, and
a
dditionaI shelfing in the mezzanine,
Right now the library staff is studying
advice to convert journal holdings in
the science library into microfilm,
But there is only so much more room to
be gained; as Boonstra says, 1 4 We have
provisions for the next few years; neverless, in five years, all available space
will have been utilized."

Men's Cottages
Phil Virgen.
Women's Cottages
Marcia Urbanick and Kathryn Stenger.
Columbia Hall/Parkview
Roger Bakale.
Columbia Avenue Apts.
Donna Klein.
I. R. C.
Leah Visher.
At Large Representatives
Suzanne Galer, William Lokker, Jeff

Stadium ownership defined
'
•
,

r

There seems to be a bit of confusion
among students concerning the ownership of the new stadium. Several years
ago the city initiated a long-term plan
to improve the river front. One of the
goals was to replace the River View
Park stadium, possibly at a new location.
When the city was informed of its
eligibility for a Federal grant through
the Public Works Program, plans were
finalized for the Holland Municipal

Stadium.
According to Barry Werkman, Hope

business manager, the only stipulation
attached to the grant was that the Board
of Education approve the plans. When
the project bids exceeded the grant, by
approximately $550,000, many community businesspeople convened to
discuss the problem. At that point
Hope agreed to support the project by
pledging $125,000, a goal that was
met by alumni donations.
Therefore, the new stadium is
owned and operated by the city, while
the college rents the facility for its
events, just as anyone else would.

Udder amazement was voiced as Mr. Mayer's art students recently hosted a cow as a one-day model for
various drawing and sculpture courses, (photo by Steve Goshom)
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Languages too intense
A few years ago the foreign language to have the student grasp a deeper tinderdepartment began to implement a new pro- standing of a foreign language. The normal
gram known as "intensive French." This student, if anything like the normal anchor
course was originally developed primarily editors, believes in the necessity of a liberal
for businessmen so that they may learn a arts education.
Few people associated with the college
foreign language in a relatively small
amount of time (almost half the time). Later would disagree that learning a foreign lanthi| program came into use on the campuscs. guage is highly beneficial for any student.
In the intensive program, the students are Yet can the language department, let alone
required to attend a master session every any department, justify forcing a student,
day, plus a review session, also every day. probably interested in another field of study,
In all, this amounts to 10 hours of class time to take a course, twice a day, every day, for
two semesters? This makes almost as much
sense as telling a student to take the equivalent of three semesters of, say, calculus.
Surely the department must realize the
tremendous b u r d e n such a rigorous schedule
puts on a student. All that the language
department h a s to do is look back to the end
of last y e a r ' s first semester, and especially
the end of the second s e m e s t e r , to realize
how low student morale in the intensive
classes really w a s at the time. It is one thing
to subject a student to a foreign l a n g u a g e ,
but quite another to s u b m e r g e a student in it.
W h a t we suggest is that the department

V.
per w e e k , not including the study time away
f r o m class.
D u r i n g the first year of the c o u r s e ' s implementation t w o years a g o , the student was
rewarded with six credit hours for the work
put into the course. This enabled the student
to take one semester of intensive French and

reconsider the six-credit course s y s t e m ,
therefore alleviating the student of the burden described a b o v e , while still allowing the

o n e semester of cultural study, in this way
c o m p l e t i n g the foreign language requirement.
After the first year, changes were m a d e .
Instead of receiving six credits for the
c o u r s e , the n e w classes of students would
receive only five credits. This may appear to

student the s a m e amount of e x p o s u r e to the
language as he or she received in the traditional three-credit course structure.
N o doubt this stand may not be popular in
the language d e p a r t m e n t , but nonetheless
d o n ' t 10 hours of class time (plus six to eight
hours of h o m e study time) deserve to receive
more than just five credits per semester?
A n y o n e w h o puts forth the effort that the
intensive l a n g u a g e students put forth de-

be an inconsequential c h a n g e , until one considers that this c h a n g e forces the student to
take two semesters of an intensive language
instead of getting by with only o n e .
T o the best of our k n o w l e d g e there was no
reason given for this c h a n g e of events, except for the possibility that the language
department may consider it more beneficial

serves more credit than they are currently
getting.

VAN VLECK
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Equal representation in SC?
by Clark Coding
Looking at the Student Congress r e s u l t s ,
one can c o m e to t w o conclusions on the
representatives selected for D u r f e e and
G i l m o r e . T h e results show the election of
three m e n as the representatives for D u r f e e

m y

m o r e has b e c o m e c o - e d .
It seems that Student C o n g r e s s would be
concerned about the lack of representation
of G i l m o r e ' s residents, and they would
m a k e sure that G i l m o r e is represented in
Student C o n g r e s s . T o o m a n y c o n c e r n s are
brought up before Student C o n g r e s s that are
of s o m e importance to the G i l m o r e residents. This lack of concern for equal representation s h o w s that, although Student Congress claims to be a representative f o r m of
student g o v e r n m e n t , it is not fulfilling that

and G i l m o r e . T h e conclusions that one can
make are either: 1) there is an e x t r e m e lack
of concern on the behalf of the residents of
G i l m o r e , s h o w i n g their apathy; or b) Gil-

Is it really how you play the game?
V. .
sense. An athlete participate^ in sports only

T h e article 4 i t ' s how you play the g a m e 1 '
that appeared in last w e e k ' s anchor lacked
one important quality. M r . C o d i n g does not

because he is g o o d at it, and since he is good
he has fun and e n j o y s h i m s e l f . This has
already been established in high school.
As for good sportsmanship and f u r t h e r
d e v e l o p m e n t of both body and mind, this
c o m e s through practice. R u n n i n g 15 miles is
not entirely F U N , but if it m e a n s a first place

k n o w what he is talking about.

instead of s e c o n d , you d o it. Lifting weights
Contrary to popular b e l i e f , and to H o p e ' s

and hitting d u m m i e s is not a l w a y s pleasura-

traditional philosophy, e m p h a s i s has always
been placed on winning. Playing sports for

ble, but if it m e a n s you can block your m a n
so the r u n n i n g b a c k scores a t o u c h d o w n ,

the reasons M r . C o d i n g suggests is non-

then you d o it.
*•
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T h e real e n j o y m e n t c o m e s through the
completion of a hard w o r k - o u t . An athlete is
constantly a w a r e that his opponents are
working to beat h i m , so he must a l w a y s be
working to beat his o p p o n e n t s . If this d i d n ' t
happen there would be n o point to athletics.
If you ask an athlete why he trains, he will
tell you he is trying to reach perfection. H e is
not w o r k i n g to be g o o d , but to be the B E S T .
This is what M r . C o d i n g fails to realize.
He also fails to realize that if w i n n i n g
w e r e n ' t so important, Mr. Smith w o u l d n ' t
recruit football players year r o u n d . O b v i ously, coach Smith wants a winning t e a m ;
he also wants to keep his j o b . As for M r .
Van W i e r e n , his skills as a soccer coach and
as a basketball coach are questionable.
H o p e loses basketball games b e c a u s e w e

v

play in an archaic m a n n e r . T h e reason for
poor attendance is that it is a mile to the
Civic Center. N o one wants to walk that f a r
when it is freezing outside. W e have a $3
million phys. ed. center, but the 1 'good o l d ' '
p h y s . e d . department refused to put
bleachers in so we could use it for h o m e

i

m
I
»

g a m e s . W h y ? W e ' l l probably never k n o w .
Mr. Vanderbilt e m p h a s i z e s the crosscountry t e a m ' s c h a m p i o n s h i p streak to attract excellent runners. It paid off this y e a r ,
when 12 f r e s h m e n s h o w e d up for practice.
As for the rest of the coaching staff, there is

h

*

little o n e can say.
T h e w o m e n ' s sports, u n f o r t u n a t e l y , h a v e
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stuck with the " j u s t f o r f u n " policy, and
their records p r o v e it. T h e athletes t h e m selves are g o o d , s o m e e v e n excellent, but
the coaching m a y be a deterrent. T h e r e is
good n e w s t h o u g h ; r u m o r has it that there
will b e s o m e n e w faces coaching w o m e n ' s
sports. O n l y t i m e will tell if this is true.

If it seems as though I We strayed from my
main point, I assure you that I haven't. Mr.
Coding does not know the feeling of
helplessness that an athlete feels when he
asks his coach for technical suggestions that
could improve his performance, and receives, "This is how it should be done, but I
N
can't do it."
So you see, Mr. Coding, if a team realizes
that they have the potential to do something
like win a championship, then all they will
do is live and breathe that championship.
.
In running,
L—

I,

role.
Certainly, Student C o n g r e s s cannot force
s o m e o n e to run for a representative position,
so the Gilmore situation clearly shows that
the opinion of Student C o n g r e s s in the eyes
of the students is low. Many p e o p l e consider
Student Congress to be just s o m e t h i n g for a
r e s u m e , and many of that type unfortunately
end u p serving on Student C o n g r e s s . Students aren't aware of what Student Congress
d o e s , outside of establishing the budgets for
the various organizations on c a m p u s that use
the activities fee m o n i e s . Student Congress
representatives serve on the various boards
that m a k e decisions important to the running
and f u t u r e of the C o l l e g e , but in most cases
the student representatives c h o o s e to sit and
listen instead of a d d i n g m u c h - n e e d e d student input to the discussion of matters of
e x t r e m e importance to the students they
supposedly represent.
P e r h a p s the lack of interest t o w a r d s Student Congress could be solved if the students are made a w a r e that Student Congress
is concerned about the opinions of the students. There is a need f o r s o m e organization
to h e l p voice the s t u d e n t s ' opinions and
c o n c e r n s to the A d m i n i s t r a t i o n , but Student
C o n g r e s s is not presently fulfilling this
need. When it fulfills this n e e d , it will be
closer to what it was planned to be.
o p e college
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Josh White returns on Oct. 3rd Eritrea's freedom fight
ITT and
onrl folk
frtllr guitarist
miitanct Josh
Irw-K White unit
U^rvr.
Jazz
will M»iim
return •<>
to Hope
is Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the DeWitt theatre. Tickets
will cost $2.50 for reserved seats and $2.00 for general
admission. Tickets may be purchased at the Student Activities Office in the basement of VanRaalte.

AAUW book sale this Saturday
The annual A.A.U.W. (American Association of University Women) book sale comes again to the Holland Civic
Center this Saturday, beginning at 9 a.m. and ending at 5
p.m.
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Human rights group to meet

' '' • '

There will be a meeting of Amnesty International at 8
p.m., October 1 and 2 in the Phelps Conference Room.
Amnesty International is a Nobel Prize-winning human
rights group which works to free political prisoners in
foreign countries.
During the meeting there will be a short film which will
give a brief outline of a case in which Amnesty International worked to free a political prisoner from a mental
institution in Czechoslovakia.

Guest trombonist to perform
The Hope College music depaitment will present professor Derald De Young of Calvin College in a guest trombone
recital Sunday, Sept. 30 at 4 p.m. in Wichers Auditorium.
De Young will be accompanied by various other performers
and will play a total of six pieces. Admission is free of
charge.

Guest cellist performs
The 1979-80 Holland Great Performance Series will
begin this Friday evening at 8 p.m. in the Dimnent Memorial Chapel with cellist James Kreger.

Pull nears

Calvin photo exhibit
"Nobody demands that a photograph be literate. Nobody can imagine
how a photograph can be authoritative.
Nobody understands how anything,
least of all a photograph could be
transcendant."
—Susan Sontag
from On Photography
There are still some who doubt
photography's claim to be an art form,
although mutual admiration has existed
between the fine arts and photography
for many many years—not just as a
reciprocal relationship but a tandam
one. Gilbert and George, Rauschenberg, Ralph Goings, and of course
Wharhol are very much in debt to the
shadow box while there is some of the
painter's eye for composition and
tinkering evident in the portraiture of
Richard Avedon» Bruce Davidson, or
Harry Callahan. The gist is the grey
area between illusion and reality.
Currently at Calvin college in Grand
Rapids an exhibition entitlwi: "Michigan Photographers, 1979" which focuses on current trends in contemporary photography, featuring the
work of Joe Wedding, Peter Glendinnings and Roger Funk from the
faculty of MSU; Bill Rauhauser and
Carla Anderson from the Detroit Center
for Creative Studies; James Crawford,
on the staff of the Michigan Council
of the Arts; Carl Toth, head of the
Photography Dept. at Cranbrook; and
Phil Davis, currently a professor at
U. of M.
The work presented is quite diverse.
Rauhauser series is reminiscent of a
number of European photographers,
most notably, Bresson. One picture that
is particularly evoking, shows two apprehensive nuns riding a bus. Joe
Wedding works well with color. This
added factor often distracts from the
subject presented and Wedding exploits
it to the fullest. Using gum bichromate
techniques, Phil Davis softens the vibrant images he captures, giving them the

quality of a watercolor.
Comprising spontaneity and technical methods each photographer has displayed his work with a sense of continuity, a flow. Some are quite poignant, others humorous. One is likely
to puzzle, another, inspire. It is
difficult to convey the impressions
received secondhand. They are a way
of seeing, and then seeing again.
The show is housed in the Center
Art Gallery at Calvin and will run to
October 9th. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday and
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday. For more
information, contact Marlene Vanderhill, ext. 326, or Jim Kuiper, ext.
184, at Calvin.

Practices for the Pull, Hope's traditional "tug-of-war," scheduled for
Oct. 5, have begun once again. According to the coaches, the men have
put in a good deal of effort and are
doing well.
The teams have a daily routine of
push-ups, sit-ups, and jumping jacks,
with the morale girls aiding the men by
cheering and applauding after each
exercise.
Ken Schewe, '83 coach, expects the
team to build well within the two remaining weeks of practice and, adds
Pat Henry, '83 morale coach, the
freshmen want to "taste sophomore
blood." In response, '82 Pull coach
Pat O'Sullivan remarked, "It was the
first that I'd heard that they'd had a
team."

(continued from last week)

by Habte Teclemariam
From the very beginning, the E.L.F.
(Eritrean Liberation Front) followed a
line that was incapable of articulating
patriotic feelings and fostered divisions based on competitive feudal
sentiments. As it grew larger in men
and a:ms, the discord grew worse. To
calm down the competition among the
various factions and to bener exploit
the divisions, the leadership that had its
office abroad divided Eritrea into five
military zones in 1964-65 (some
similarities with the Algerian experience).
The zone division was based on the
basis of religion and nationality and
each division was made to operate in
only one of the zones. This division
was detrimental to the unity of the
Eritrear people, as it was based on the
exploitation of their secondary contradiction to the benefit of the leadership, which designated itself the Supreme Council and, posing as the patriarchate of the revolution and clamoring from outside, focused on seeking
aid beneficial to itself.
The period of the military zones was
a time when the zones were rivals,
competing and contending against
each other and squabbling over territorial boundaries. The leaders of the
zones, far from helping each other.

rejoiced at the defeat of one another.
Not only did they collect money from
the people through taxes, fines and
donations, but they also accumulated
property for the future by openly looting cattle and other property.
Then the fighters began to oppose
these corrupt and unpatriotic practices;
many of them were incarcerated, dismissed or liquidated by the feudalists
of the military zones.
As the situation deteriorated and a
slate of crisis was created, the Ethiopian regime, exploiting the weaknesses of the divided E.L.F. army,
launched an unprecedented campaign
in 1967, which coincided with the war
in the Middle East and thus avoided
publicity.
The regime attacked the zones one at
a time, perpetrated barbarous atrocities
on the zones, and oppressed Eritrean
people who had wholeheartedly extended their support to the revolution.
There was no zone that put up sufficient resistance in its respective region,
let alone cooperated with the other during the whole time which Ethiopia was
burning hundreds of villages, massacring,
bayoneting,
and
burying
thousands of children, women, and elderly people, butchering innumerable
livestock, forcing thousands of people
to take refuge in the Sudan, and displacing thousands more from their
homes.
(continued next week)
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$1.50
Corner of River & 9th Ph. 392-4356
Down Town Holland

For Girls
Only

$1.00 off any

Record or Tape
in stock 20% off
All blank Tapes'
with Hope ID.

'

...the guy's type
jean with the
feminine fit.
100% cotton,
sizes 3/4 to 15/16
in short, regular
and long lengths.

brand names
include
MAXELL,
TDK
and FUJI

31-33 East Sth Street. Holland
Open Monday and Friday
Evenings Until 9

Extended for an additional week

f

T eerman $

cfdc
by h.l.S

20 E. Sth St.t Holland.
DhAAA 1 0 0 . 1 1 1 1 1
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Dutchmen set back by Depauw
seven minutes left to go in the quarter,
DePauw started on their own 31 and
moved the ball 26 yards down to the
Hope 43 yard line. Again, it was two
runs by Kleinschmidt that inflicted the
damage.
Lightning struck on the next play as
the Tiger quarterback floated a pass to
his flanker in the midst of two Hope
secondary men and he ran it in for the
six. The extra point made the score
DePauw 14, Hope 3.
The third quarter again showcased
both defenses as neither team could
produce a real threat to the other team's
end zone.
The action started to get furious with
about II minutes left in the game.
DePauw received possession of the
ball on their own 37. The Dutch defense looked like they were going to
stop them on every series of downs but
the Tigers came up with the crucial fifst
down time and time again. DePauw
drove down to the Hope 10 when they
went for the six on first down. The pass
was incomplete but a pass interference
call gave DePauw the ball on the Hope
I and a first down.
The luck changed over to Hope's
side as on the next play, on a plunge
into the end zone, one of the Hope defenders knocked the ball out of the
hands of the quarterback and into the
end zone, where two other Hope defenders pounced on it to give Hope the
ball and their first real break of the ball
game.
Hope was able to capitalize on this
break as they drove the ball down to the
DePauw 49-yard line. On the next

by Tim Taylor
Hope's dream of a perfect season
came to an end last Saturday when the
Orange and Blue didn't really lose a
football game, but rather ran short on
time as the DePauw Tigers outscored
the Dutch 14-11 before an enthusiastic crowd at DePauw's Blackstone
Stadium.
The victory, however, was not a
fluke for the DePauw Tigers, as they
proved that they have a very young
team; they can play with any Division
HI team in the nation.
Both teams proved to have tough
defenses, but once again Hope's offense couldn't get on track, until the
fourth quarter. Once the offense did get
moving, given another quarter the
Dutchmen would have come home
victorious.
The game started out as most Hope
fans expect them to, with Hope taking
the lead 3 - 0 on a 36-yard field goal by
sophomore Keith Nelson with 5:28 left
in the first quarter of play. The Tigers
weren't about to play dead, however,
as they gained the lead when one of the
DePauw's punter's kicks was too hot to
handle and the Tigers recovered the
ball on the Hope six-yard line.
Two plays later Tiger tailback Tom
Kleinschmidt.burst into the end zone
making the score 7-3. One minute and
22 seconds later, the quarter ended
with the score 7 - 3 DePauw.
During the first eight minutes of the
second quarter, each offensive unit
was held in check as both defensive
units were playing tenaciously. With

n
FOR SALE: W o m e n ' s " C h i c " blue
jeans. Nearly new. I b o u g h t t h e m
t o o big—size 14, less than half
price, $10.00. Call 392-9074.
DESK: Hope graduate dancing in
Vienna needs $. Left a beautiful
f i n i s h lift-top w o o d e n desk for me
t o sell. A s k i n g $30.00. Call 3929074.
Need a Friend? We have a large,
grey male cat that w e cannot
keep because of our dogs. If y o u
have a h o m e for this kitty, please
call the DePree's: 392-7263.
TELEPHONE ORDER C L E R K WORK FROM EMPLOYER'S OFFICE. nice surrounds, t e m p o r a r y
j o b , flexible hours, $2.90/hr. plus
BONUS:
SEE
OFF-CAMPUS
JOBS-VAN
RAALTE
BASEMENT.

Y o u b r i g h t e n m y day w h e n y o u
sing t o me. I love y o u r voice, y o u r
face, y o u r teeth. Thanks for being
y o u ; I'm so happy to be w o r k i n g
w i t h y o u this y e a r ! R e m e m b e r
I'm just a flight o f stares a w a y —
Mike and M a r c — C o n s i d e r y o u r
subscription a r o o m w a r m i n g
ift. I w a s g o i n g t o give y o u a
orsche, but t h o u g h t y o u ' d like
this better. Love, your f a v o r i t e
s a n d w i c h - m a k e r and resident
m u s t a r d fan.
Need y o u r bicycle fixed at a very
l o w price? If so, call Bob at ext.
4342 to set up an a p p o i n t m e n t .

SOCIAL DANCE TEACHER—Tue.
& Thur. evenings, b e g i n n i n g and
i n t e r m e d i a t e levels, need o w n
trans., $5.75 hr. SEE OFFC A M P U S J O B S — V A N RAALTE
BASEMENT.
PALLET STAPLER—3 to 6 h o u r s a
week, b e t w e e n 7 a m - 3:30 p m ,
$4.00/hr., need o w n trans., s o m e
heavy lifting involved. SEE OFFC A M P U S J O B S — V A N RAALTE
BASEMENT.

A

Opus is accepting s u b m i s s i o n s of
poetry, prose, and fiction f o r this
semester's issue. Please d r o p
t y p e w r i t t e n material in the Opus
b o x in the Kletz.
RIDE NEEDED t o Philadelphia,
Pa. for fall break. Call.N*ola, ext.

4080.
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Lisa, Lisa, Lisa, do you love me?

Harriers
place 2nd
The Hope cross country team was
thwarted last Tuesday, Sept. 18, in its
bid to capture its own invitational meet
for the second year in a row. They were
defeated by a strong Aquinas team
from Grand Rapids by the narrow score
of 55 to 57.
Rounding out the field were Alma
with 71, Albion 77, Kalamazoo 116,
Spring Arbor 139, Siena Heights 199,
Grand Rapids Baptist 206, and Adrian
On the individual level, sophomore
Mark Northuis received the first place
medal while Jeff Brazier of Aquinas
and Paul Singer of Alma received second and third respectively.
Also helping in the effort for the
Flying Dutchmen were freshman John
Victor, who captured eighth place, and
senior Dick Northuis who took 11th.
The next event for the Harriers will
de the Midwest Collegiate Cross Country Championships at the University of
Wisconsin at Parkside on Saturday.

STARTS FRIDAY
Shows nitely 7&9
Sat Mats 1&3
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Hope offensive player Steve Cameron fights for yardage in last Saturday's g a m e at DePauw. (photo by Rusty Yonkers)

DELS
GUITARS-BANJOS
MANDOLINS AND FIDDLES
STRING INSTRUMENT
CONSTRUCTION/REPAIRS

/4

ROGER MOORE JAMES BOND 0 0 7 ^

MOONRAKER
Paperbacks available at Reader's World

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.

23 E. 8th St., Holland

ILFORD
photographic PAPER

226.

W E DARE YOU
To Discover

VI
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PARK

PIANIST—to a c c o m p a n y c h u r c h
choir, Wed. evenings and one
S u n d a y a m o n t h , close to campus. SEE OFF-CAMPUS J O B S V A N RAALTE BASEMENT.
FACTORY
WORKERS
NEEDED—flexible hours days or
nights, m u s t have 4 hr. block of
t i m e approx. 3 t i m e s a week,
$4.00 hr., Holland area. SEE
OFF-CAMPUS
JOBS—VAN
RAALTE BASEMENT.

play, quarterback Mark Spencer hit
freshman Jeff Whiting on the 25-yard
line and he was able to ramble all the
way to the 2-yard line. Two plays
later. Spencer sneaked into the end
"zone. He Iheh hit sophomore Ed Cain
in the end zone for the 2-point conversion, making the score DePauw
14, Hope 11.
With a couple of minutes left in the
game, Hope had driven all the way
down to the 47-yard line of the Tigers
after containing their offense and making them punt. While fading back.
Spencer then was sacked on a DePauw
blitz and lost the ball. The Tigers recovered but once again couldn't penetrate the Hope defense. The booming
punt traveled 45 yards before rolling
dead on the Hope 1-foot line. With 59
seconds to go in the game the Hope
offense didn't give up as they were on
the 32-yard line with 32 seconds left.
The next play perked up the hopes of
the Flying Dutchmen as Spencer hit
Braschler again, this time on the 47,
and a penalty brought the ball to the
DePauw 38. All this excitement was to
no avail, however, as two plays later a
DePauw linebacker stepped in front of
the receiver and gave DePauw possesion with six seconds left. The Tigers
then ran the clock out to improve their
record to 2 - 0 . Hope dropped to 2 - 1 .
Hope plays Olivet-Nazarene Saturday at Holland Municipal Stadium.
Game time is 1:30 for this Youth Day
event.

OPWMTOWN NOIUMO

RECEPTIONIST/PHOTOGRAPHIC
FINISHER—Employer w i l l split
job
between
two
students,
h o u r s : Tue. - Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
m u s t have y o u r o w n transportation.
SEE
OFF-CAMPUS
JOBS—VAN
RAALTE
BASEMENT.
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For the serious black & white darkroom
photographer, ILFORD has all the quality,
types and sizes of photographic paper
you may ever need.

CENTER
FOR ALL YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC

NEEDS

Open 9-5:30;Mon.&Fri.9-9.
Mainstorelakewood Plaza PH.392-5986.
Branchstore:10 E.8th st^Holland, PH.392-2230
Jenison store:
PH. 457-1460

Buy 1 to5
Medium
Pizzas
get the
identical
number
no coupon necessary!
FREE
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CARRY-OUT

ONLY

396-1418
143 Douglas, in the Alpine Village.
1 block west of Meijer Thrifty Acres.
Open at 4 P.M. daily.

ALL THE TIME
ANY TIME

